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ABSTRACT

Biological assessment provides an effective scheme for classifying degradation in aquatic
systems. However, the specific stressors altering the structure of biological communities in any
given system may be difficult to resolve. Recent investigations suggest the efficacy of
multivariate statistical procedures in determining relations between environmental stressors and
biological community structure. If successful, these types of models could contribute greatly to
Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) assessment for streams that are classified as impaired
based on biological data.
Water quality, habitat, and benthic invertebrate datasets were compiled from the Virginia
Department of Environmental Quality (VADEQ) and the Environmental Monitoring and
Assessment Program (EMAP). Additional biological data from a local study of Prince William
County, VA watersheds (PWW) was also obtained. Water quality and habitat data were
subjected to principal components analysis (PCA) to reduce multi-dimensional environmental
data into broad stressor axes. Sites were classified into high, intermediate, and low stressor
categories based on scores along the stressor axes. Multiple discriminant analysis (MDA) was
used to determine if benthic invertebrate abundance and metric values could separate stressor
categories determined by PCA (VADEQ and EMAP) or urbanization classifications (PWW).
The success of discriminant models was evaluated by validation of independent data. The most
successful models were applied to a benthic invertebrate dataset from Bull Run, a watershed with
unknown stressors.
Four models were constructed using metric values as attributes: 1) PWW urbanization 2)
VADEQ Habitat/Total Ion, 3) VADEQ BOD/DO, and 4) EMAP Substrate Grain Size. The
general stress urbanization model (PWW) had the highest accuracy in classifying independent
data; models created using stressor categories defined by PCA (VADEQ and EMAP) were less
accurate. However, accuracy significantly increased in VADEQ and EMAP models when only
considering the validation of extreme stressor categories.
All models had limited success when applied to biological data from Bull Run. The
ineffectiveness in applying the models to Bull Run data may be attributed to the limited range of
degradation encompassed by the models.

x

The most important improvement to future modeling efforts would be the compilation of
more extensive spatially and temporally matched water quality, habitat, and benthic invertebrate
datasets.

xi

1. INTRODUCTION

In 1987, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) Office of Water
recommended that water resource managers increase the use of biological assessment in their
evaluation of aquatic systems (USEPA 2000). Biological assessment uses surveys and other
direct measurements of the resident biota in surface waters to evaluate the condition of the water
body (Gibson, et al. 1996). This method of assessment is often more appropriate than traditional
chemical methods because biological communities respond to the cumulative effects of various
pollution stressors having differing degrees and time periods of exposure. Therefore, biological
assessment provides a more complete and integrative evaluation than water chemistry
measurements, which are only representative of conditions at the time of sampling (Barbour et
al. 1996). In addition, biological communities respond to stressors, such as variable flow regime
and habitat degradation, which are not captured in chemical measurements (Karr 1995). Finally,
biological assessment provides a cost-effective methodology that enables extensive survey
coverage within the jurisdiction of a water resource manager.
Biological assessment has evolved into an effective and widely used tool for federal,
state, and local environmental managers to classify degradation in aquatic systems. However,
the specific environmental stressors altering the structure of biological communities in any given
system may be difficult to resolve. Without defined relations between stressors and community
structure, states, territories, and tribes are unable to meet the statutory requirements of the Clean
Water Act, the overall purpose of which is to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and
biological integrity of the nation’s waters (33 U.S.C. § 1251 [a]). Specifically, Section 305(b) of
the Act requires states, territories, and tribes to assess and report on the quality of their water. If a
water body is not of sufficient quality to support its designated use, the source and cause of
impairment must be identified (USEPA 2000). Furthermore, under Section 303(d) of the Act,
states, territories, and tribes are required to identify waters not meeting applicable water quality
standards and establish Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs), specified maximum amounts of
pollutants a water body can assimilate without violating water quality standards (USEPA 2000).
Without defined relations between stressors and biological community structure, efficient and
effective management strategies, including TMDLs, cannot be designed and implemented to
mitigate biological impairment.
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The use of multivariate statistics offers promise in developing predictive relations
between environmental stressors and biological community structure. Multivariate analyses
utilizing spatially and temporally matched environmental and biological datasets have
successfully predicted membership of sites into biological groupings based solely on
environmental attributes (Johnson and Wiederholm 1989; Ormerod and Edwards 1987; Furse et
al, 1984, Moss et al. 1987; Wright et al. 1984). Using a slightly different approach, Norton et al.
(2000), demonstrated that biological attributes were able to discriminate among various types of
environmental stress.
This research utilizes multivariate analyses of available biological and environmental
data to develop predictive relations between environmental stressors and benthic invertebrate
communities in Virginia ecoregions. The objectives of the research were to 1) assess the
efficacy of multivariate protocols to identify relations between stressors and benthic invertebrate
communities using available data, 2) apply derived relations to an independent set of biological
data to predict environmental stressors, 3) identify deficiencies in available datasets that limit the
use of multivariate analyses, and 4) recommend revisions to existing sampling programs that
may enable the utilization of multivariate approaches.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

Evolution of biological monitoring
Naturalists dating back to the mid 19th century have used aquatic organisms as indicators

of environmental quality (Davis 1995). These early connections made between the presence or
absence of organisms and the quality of their environment were largely qualitative observations.
However, these observations were significant because they suggest recognition that
environmental quality influences biological structure and conversely, that biological structure
indicates environmental quality.
Initial efforts to document the relation between biological organisms and environmental
quality focused on the influence of organic pollution. The first laboratory designed to assess the
effects of pollution on aquatic life was established on the Illinois River in 1894 (Davis 1995;
Hynes 1994). Data collected at this station was used to document the degradation of aquatic life
following the opening of a Chicago sewage canal in 1900. In 1908, German scientists Kolkwitz
and Marsson published extensive lists of indicator species associated with degrees, or “zones”, of
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organic pollution. These initial lists consisted primarily of benthic and plank tonic plants, but
were soon amended to include benthic and plank tonic animals (Davis 1995; Hynes 1994). This
system, which came to be known as the Saprobien system, was soon applied to aquatic resources
in the United States and prompted the treatment of wastewater in urban areas, including
Washington, D.C. (Davis 1995).
The first numeric index of biological monitoring involved the work of Wright and Tidd
(1933) who evaluated oligochaete abundance as a function of environmental quality (Davis
1995). Such focus on a single taxon drew criticism, which prompted the development of indices
that better represented biological communities. The first of these indices, the Shannon-Wiener
index, quantified community diversity (Davis 1995). This index was used for biological
monitoring purposes based on the premise that biological communities become less diverse as
pollution increases (Davis 1995). Although the Shannon-Wiener index was widely used in
biomonitioring and other ecological applications, it was criticized because it neglected tolerance
values of organisms, was often applied across samples with multiple taxonomic resolutions, and
was sensitive to sample size (Davis 1995).
Beck (1954) accounted for the pollution tolerance of organisms in developing the first
biotic index. This weighted index provided a score for intolerant and facultative taxa. The
abundance of taxa in each class was multiplied by a respective weight, 2 for intolerant and 1 for
facultative. The sum of these weighted abundances provided the biotic index value (Davis
1995). Similarly, the saprobic index weighted the abundance of organisms indicative of four
classes of organic pollution. The resulting weighted values were then averaged to determine the
saprobic rating (Davis 1995). Hilsenhoff (1977, 1982) combined the principles of the saprobic
and biotic indices to create the Hilsenhoff Biotic Index (HBI). The HBI multiplies the
abundance of a taxon (typically identified to species) by its respective pollution tolerance value
(0, intolerant to 10, tolerant). The resulting tolerance-weighted abundance is summed for all taxa
in the sample and then is standardized by dividing the total number of individuals in the sample.
An identical procedure is also used to create the Family Biotic Index (FBI), which utilizes family
tolerance values and the abundance of families of organisms (Davis 1995).
While individual diversity, biotic, and saprobic indices were successful in reducing the
complexity of quantifying interactions between organisms and their environment, no single index
provided a sufficient assessment of the overall condition of the system (Davis 1995). This
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deficiency was addressed with the development of multimetric approaches that integrated the
strengths of individual indices into a single evaluation of ecosystem condition.
2.2

Multimetric approach
Karr (1981) developed the first multimetric approach with the creation of the Index of

Biological Integrity (IBI). This approach integrated twelve fish community attributes, including
species composition, abundance, condition and trophic group, into a single score. The
cumulative value for each metric produced an overall assessment of environmental condition
while maintaining information contained within each metric (Davis 1995).
The development of multimetric protocols for bioassessment using benthic invertebrates
soon followed the IBI. In 1989, the USEPA published the Rapid Bioassessment Protocols (RBP)
for benthic invertebrates and fish (Plafkin et al. 1989). This document included a set of
composite indices appropriate for biological assessment of streams and rivers. In the following
decade, a second iteration of the RBP (Barbour et al. 1999) included periphyton and
improvements on the original protocols.
Multimetric assessments are designed to document components of ecological systems
that provide signals indicative of human impact (Karr and Chu 1999). These components are
evaluated relative to results obtained from reference systems, which are presumed to be
uninfluenced by the potential stressor being tested. This approach depends on a comparison of
the environmental condition at test sites relative to uninfluenced reference sites. Therefore, the
strength of the comparison is largely a function of the ability of an investigator to select
reference sites representative of biological systems uninfluenced by the potential stressor. Most
multimetric methods determine reference sites based on geographical and physical attributes, as
well as existing knowledge of the location and resident biota (Karr and Chu 1999; Reynoldson et
al. 1997).
The use of multimetric biological assessment has both advantages and disadvantages.
The main advantage to a multimetric approach is that it produces a single score that can be
placed along a gradient of environmental degradation to evaluate impact (Karr and Chu 1999;
Reynoldson et al. 1997). Another attraction to multimetric assessments is the integration of
ecological data in determining condition. Metrics that measure trophic status, pollution
tolerance, and habitat utilization are often components of the final overall index score
(Reynoldson et al. 1997).
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Critics of this approach cite the selection of reference sites as a main drawback of the
multimetric system. They argue that reference sites based on geographical or physical attributes
may have biological communities naturally dissimilar to test sites with comparable geographical
or physical attributes. Furthermore, variability in metric scores within sites may skew
assessments. Reynoldson et al. (1997) compared the precision of classifying replicate benthic
invertebrate samples using a multimetric approach. Exact precision would result in classifying
replicates from individual sites as all reference or all impaired. The results indicated that of five
sites where replicates were taken, the percentage of sites in which all replicates received identical
classification varied between 40-80%. In addition, the ability of multimetric approaches to
accurately assign reference classification to replicates taken from reference sites ranged from 3888%. When compared to other methods, namely multivariate approaches, multimetric
assessments resulted in less precise and less accurate classifications in all instances (Reynoldson
et al. 1997). It is also argued that metrics measuring similar attributes contribute to redundancy
in the overall index calculation. Furthermore, integrating individual metrics potentially
compounds experimental error, resulting in greater error in the overall score (Reynoldson et al.
1997).
In 1981, when the IBI was developed, there were few statewide biological monitoring
programs in place. By 1989, only three states had adopted multimetric biological assessments
(Karr and Chu 1999). However, in the decade following the publication of the RBP, 42 states
had implemented multimetric assessments and an additional 6 states had programs in
development (Karr and Chu 1999). Presently, multimetric assessment is the most widely used
approach to biological monitoring by federal, state, and local environmental agencies (Karr and
Chu 1999). In most cases, the primary objective of such multimetric assessment programs is to
evaluate the condition of aquatic resources in terms of their designated use (Barbour and Burton,
unpublished). Determining relations between environmental stress and biological community
impairment is of secondary importance.
2.3

Multivariate approach
While multimetric approaches to assessing environmental condition gained popularity

and widespread use in the United States, multivariate statistical approaches have become widely
used in the United Kingdom (RIVPACS, River InVertebate Prediction And Classificaton
Scheme), Canada (BEAST, Benthic Assessment of SedimenT model), and Australia (AusRivAS,
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AUStralian RIVer Assessment Scheme) (Reynoldson et al. 1997; Wright et al. 1984; Marchant
et al. 1985).
In assessing environmental condition in aquatic ecosystems, these approaches generally
classify systems based on multivariate analysis of biological data, typically benthic invertebrates
(Reynoldson et al. 1997). This analysis typically involves selecting reference sites through
clustering methods that group sites of similar invertebrate composition. Reference and test sites
are matched by a discriminant model using environmental attributes that are least influenced by
humans (e.g., latitude, longitude, altitude, alkalinity) (Reynoldson et al. 1997). The discriminant
model determines the probability of membership of test sites into groups of reference sites. In
BEAST, data from a reference group in which a test site has the highest probability of
membership is used for comparison with test data. In AusRivAS and RIVPACS, test sites are
matched with reference sites using a weighted probability method. For example, if a test site has
equal probability of being matched with two reference sites, data from these two reference sites
multiplied by 0.5 would represent the reference condition used in the subsequent comparison
with data from the test site.
Once sites are matched, benthic invertebrate data are compared to evaluate the deviation
of test sites from reference sites. BEAST combines invertebrate data from a test site and all
reference sites contained within its respective reference group (assigned in the previous
paragraph). These data are separated into a new data matrix and a discriminant model is used to
ordinate the data. The boundary between impaired and unimpaired sites is defined by 90%
probability ellipses plotted around the reference data points, with all sites plotted beyond the
ellipses deemed impaired. AusRivAS and RIVPACS, predict taxa that should occur at test sites
based on their presence/absence at associated reference sites (Reynoldson et al. 1997). The sum
of predicted probabilities represents the number of taxa expected at the test site. The degree of
impairment is determined based on the ratio of taxa observed (O) to taxa expected (E). O/E
ratios greater than 2 standard deviations lower than mean reference O/E indicate site impairment
(Reynoldson et al. 1997).
The precision and accuracy of these models in classifying sites based on biological
condition has been demonstrated. In the previously described study, Reynoldson et al. (1997)
tested the precision and accuracy of methods to classify replicate samples taken at identical sites.
The results indicated that BEAST precision ranged from 80-100% and accuracy was 100%;
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AusRivAS precision and accuracy was 100% in all cases. Both methods were determined to be
more precise and accurate than their multimetric counterparts (Reynoldson et al. 1997).
In addition to classifying sites based on environmental condition, multivariate techniques
have also been utilized to predict assemblages of benthic invertebrate communities based on
environmental attributes. Wright et al. (1984) used detrended correspondence analysis to
ordinate invertebrate data and two-way indicator species analysis (TWINSPAN) to classify sites.
TWINSPAN is a divisive, hierarchical classification scheme that arranges site-groups on the
basis of taxonomic compositions while simultaneously classifying species based on their
occurrence in site-groups (Johnson and Wiederholm, 1989). Once sites were classified based on
benthic invertebrate data, multiple discriminant analysis (MDA) was used to evaluate the relation
between site classification and environmental attributes, including spatial, physical, and chemical
data. The results indicated that based solely on environmental attributes, MDA correctly
classified sites into biological groups determined by TWINSPAN in 76.1% of test cases (Wright
et al. 1984). Subsequent investigations using nearly identical protocols obtained similar success
(Furse et al. 1984; Moss et al. 1987; Ormerod and Edwards 1987; Johnson and Wiederholm
1989).
Using similar multivariate principles, Norton et al. (2000) attempted to relate
environmental attributes to biological communities. Environmental attributes, namely water
chemistry and habitat measures, were subjected to principal components analysis (PCA) to
reduce the multi-dimensional data set into a number of independent factors.

The first six PCA

axes accounted for 69% of the variance in water quality and habitat data. These axes were
interpreted as six stressor factors: 1) stream corridor structure (channel, instream cover, riparian
width, riparian metric, and pool metric), 2) siltation, 3) total suspended solids (TSS)/iron
(Fe)/biological oxygen demand (BOD), 4) chemical oxygen demand (COD)/BOD, 5) water
column zinc (Zn)/water column lead (Pb), and 6) nitrogen (N)/phosphorus (P). The principal
component scores derived from each axis were used to classify the sites into three categories
high (H), medium (M), and low (L) based on the degree of stress associated with each factor.
Following site classification, MDA attempted to separate site classes based on biological
attributes, including fish metric values (IBI) and benthic invertebrate metric values (RBP).
The results indicated that both fish and invertebrate metric values were successful in
discriminating between sites of varying exposure to stress. Sites having low stress stream
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corridor structure were associated with fish metrics including number of cyprinid species,
species richness, and intolerant species; High stress stream corridor sites were associated with
high percentage of oligochaetes, high percentage of organic tolerant invertebrates, high
percentage of intolerant invertebrates, and high numbers of omnivorous fish (Norton et al. 2000).
Sites with low stress due to siltation were characterized by high percentages of insectivorous
fish, high percentages of tanytarsini midges, and a high number of ephemeroptera, plecoptera,
and trichoptera taxa (EPT); High stress siltation sites were associated with tolerant fish species,
omnivorous fish species, and tolerant invertebrates. Low stress TSS/Fe/BOD sites were
associated with high number of headwater fish species, high percentages of lithophilous
spawning fish, high percentage of dipteran and other non-insect invertebrates; Sunfish and
pioneering fish species characterized high stress TSS/Fe/BOD sites (Norton et al. 2000). Sites
having low stress resulting from BOD/COD were associated with a high number of EPT taxa,
high percentage of depostional invertebrate taxa, high numbers of insect taxa excluding dipteran,
and various fish metrics; High stress BOD/COD sites were characterized by pioneering fish
species, high percentages of Glyptotendipes (Family: Chironomidae), omnivorous fish species,
and dipteran and other non-insect invertebrates. The remaining stressors (Zn/Pb and N/P) were
largely characterized by fish metrics. However, high numbers of insect taxa and invertebrate taxa
richness were associated with low stress sites for Zn/Pb and N/P stressors, respectively.

3. METHODS
A conceptual model of the analysis is presented in Figure 1. The multivariate statistical
procedures are modeled after those of Norton et al. (2000). Briefly, the approach utilizes
principal components analysis (PCA) to classify sites into stressor categories based on
environmental attributes. Once the samples are classified according to the degree of
environmental stress, multiple discriminate analyses (MDA) is used to determine how well
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Figure 1. Conceptual model of the analysis.
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stressor categories can be separated based on benthic invertebrate data. The resulting
discriminate model can then be used to predict stressor categories of independent samples based
on biological community structure. The following section provides a detailed description of each
of the components of the analysis.
3.1

Available datasets
A multivariate statistical approach was utilized to relate environmental attributes to

benthic invertebrate community composition. Two types of datasets were utilized in the
analysis. The first dataset was part of a regional study in Prince William County, Virginia and
contained benthic invertebrate data from sites classified based on the degree of watershed
urbanization. The second type of dataset contained benthic invertebrate data and accompanying
water quality and habitat data. Creating such a dataset required compiling spatially and
temporally matched water quality, habitat, and benthic invertebrate data. Two potential datasets
existed in the mid-Atlantic region containing the appropriate environmental and biological data.
The first set contained data collected by the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality
(VADEQ) and the second contained data collected by the Environmental Monitoring and
Assessment Program (EMAP) of the USEPA. A potential third data set from the Potomac study
unit of the U.S. Geological Survey’s National Water Quality Assessment program (PNAWQA)
was deemed inappropriate for the analysis due to inconsistent family-level identification of
benthic invertebrates.
3.1.1

Prince William Watersheds (PWW)
The PWW dataset was compiled as part of a study of non point source impacts of urban

development in three watersheds in northern Virginia. Three parallel watersheds were studied
that represented a gradient of urban development from highly developed Neabsco Creek, to
developing Powells Creek, to undeveloped Quantico Creek (Jones and Kelso 1994). Sites
selected for investigation ranged from first to third order streams having minimal influence from
point source discharges.
Benthic invertebrate communities were sampled during the spring from 1994 through
1997. Samples were collected in riffle/run habitats using a 44 cm x 22 cm kick net having 500
µm mesh. In the laboratory, samples were evenly distributed over a pan with a grid having a 5
cm x 5 cm squares. Squares were selected at random and invertebrates were removed until 200
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organisms were obtained (Jones and Kelso 1994). Organisms were identified to family
taxonomic level and enumerated.
3.1.2

Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VADEQ)
The VADEQ dataset contains water quality, benthic invertebrate, and habitat data from

sites located throughout the Commonwealth of Virginia. Water quality data from 1989-1998
was retrieved from the STORET database of the USEPA, while benthic invertebrate data
collected between 1994 and 1998 were obtained directly from the VADEQ. In many instances,
water quality and benthic data were not collected at exact same location, requiring an appropriate
spatial pairing of available stations.
Benthic invertebrate stations were paired with the closest water quality station, resulting
in a total of 134 pairings. The proximity of these paired stations is presented in Table 1. In an
effort to limit the confounding influences of spatial variability, only those benthic stations within
0.5 miles of a water quality station (n=88) were retained for analysis.
Water quality data retrieved from the STORET database contained a total of 176 parameters,
including toxins sampled from sediments and fish tissue. However, data were not available for
each parameter at every station. Therefore, the number of parameters was reduced in order to
maximize the number of stations while maintaining the broadest possible suite of water quality
stressors. A total of 34 parameters were selected from the STORET retrieval based on these
criteria (Table 2). Of the 88 paired benthic invertebrate/water quality stations, only 55 stations
had complete data for all 34 selected parameters. The number of station pairings was further
reduced to 51 by retaining only those stations with benthic invertebrate data collected between
March and July. Averages of each parameter were calculated for each of the 51 paired stations
over the period of record. Remark codes accompanying the water quality data were addressed
according to the criteria established in Appendix A.
Habitat assessments were generally conducted concurrently with benthic invertebrate
sampling. Twelve habitat parameters were assessed based on a modified approach of the RBP
and Mid-Atlantic Highlands Assessment of EMAP (Larry Willis (VADEQ), personal
communication; Table 3). Assessment scores for these parameters were averaged over the
period of record (1994-1998).
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Table 1. Proximity of VADEQ water quality stations to benthic invertebrate stations.
Distance
(miles)
0
0-0.5
0.5-1
1-1.5
1.5-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
>5-16.89
TOTAL:

Number of
Stations
66
22
9
6
6
7
3
4
11
134

Table 2. STORET water quality parameters selected for analysis with the VADEQ dataset.
STORET Code
00010
00076
00095
00299
00310
00340
00400
00403
00410
00500
00505
00510
00530
00535
00540
00610
00615
00620
00625
00665
00680
00900
00940
00945
01003
01013
01028
01029
01043
01052
01053
01351
31615
31616

Parameter name
Temperature (oC)
Turbidity (Hach)
Conductivity @ 25 oC
DO probe (mg/L)
BOD 5-day (mg/L)
COD hi level (mg/L)
pH (standard units)
pH lab (standard units)
Total alkalinity CaCO3 (mg/L)
Residue total (mg/L)
Residue fixed (mg/L)
Residue volatile (mg/L)
Residue total non-filterable (mg/L)
Residue volatile non-filterable (mg/L)
Residue fixed non-filterable (mg/L)
NH3+NH4-N total (mg/L)
NO2-N total (mg/L)
NO3-N total (mg/L)
Total Kjeldahl N (mg/L)
Phos-total (mg/L)
Total organic carbon (mg/L)
Total hardness CaCO3 (mg/L)
Chloride total (mg/L)
Sulfur (mg/L)
Arsenic sediment dry weight (mg/kg)
Beryllium sediment dry weight (mg/kg)
Cadmium mud dry weight (mg/kg)
Chromium sediment dry weight (mg/kg)
Copper sediment dry weight (mg/kg)
Lead sediment dry weight (mg/kg)
Manganese mud dry weight (mg/kg)
Streamflow severity
Fecal coliform MPNECMED/100 mL
Fecal coliform MFM-FCBR/100 mL
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Table 3. Description of parameters used in VADEQ habitat assessment.
Parameter
Cover
Substrate
Embed
Velocity
Alter
Sediment
Riffles
Flow
Banks
Bankveg
Graze
RipVeg

Description
Instream cover including snags, submerged logs or other stable habitat
Epifaunal substrate including well-developed riffle and run; abundance of cobble
Embeddedness of gravel, cobble and boulders
Velocity regimes: slow-deep, slow-shallow, fast-deep, and fast-shallow
Channel alteration or degree of channelization
Sediment deposition measured by formation and enlargement of islands and point bars
Frequency of riffles relative to the width of the stream
Amount of water contained in the available channel
Stability of banks determined by degree of erosion and/or bank failure
Amount of streambank surface covered by vegetation
Vegetative disruption due to grazing or mowing
Width of riparian vegetative zone

VADEQ benthic invertebrate data consisted of abundance values determined by familylevel taxonomic identification. Similar to water quality data, taxa abundance values for the
period of record (1994-1998) were averaged for the each of the 51 paired benthic stations.
The locations of the 51 VADEQ benthic invertebrate/water quality/habitat station
pairings are illustrated in Figure 2. The sites are situated in the non-Coastal Plain physiographic
provinces of Virginia, generally concentrated in the Northern Piedmont and the Central
Appalachian Ridges and Valleys. Stream orders generally ranged from second to fourth, with 41
of the 51 streams falling within this range.

Figure 2. Location of VADEQ sampling stations having sufficient water quality, habitat,
and benthic invertebrate data for use in the analysis. Geographical data was unavailable at
4 stations.
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3.1.3

Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program (EMAP)
EMAP is a national program of the USEPA intended to monitor and assess the status and

trends of ecological resources. Water quality, habitat, and benthic invertebrate data are collected
at identical stations in the program and available for download via the World Wide Web
(http://www.epa.gov/emap/html/datal/surfwatr/data/ma9396.html). Data from the mid-Atlantic
region (Delaware, Maryland, New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West Virginia) were
obtained for the analyses.
Unlike the VADEQ dataset, EMAP water quality, habitat, and benthic data are matched
temporally, with few stations having sufficient data to calculate long-term averages. Therefore,
relations made between water quality, habitat, and benthic data within this dataset represent a
snapshot in time of conditions within the stream.
The data set consisted of 662 samples collected from 551 unique stations between 1993
and 1996. In an effort to maintain consistency with the analysis of other datasets, only data from
riffle habitats were considered. Similar to the VADEQ dataset, water quality data for certain
parameters were missing for a number of stations. Samples with missing data were removed to
reduce the number of parameters with incomplete data. Several iterations resulted in 26
parameters with complete data for 402 stations. Removing those water quality parameters that
were not associated with anthropogenic disturbance further reduced the number of parameters to
9 (Table 4). Remark codes were addressed using criteria similar to the VADEQ dataset
(Appendix B).
The limited availability of habitat data further reduced the number of stations
from 402 to 103. An additional station was removed due to its location in the Coastal
Plain physiographic province, leaving 102 non-Coastal Plain stations located in Maryland,
Table 4. Water quality parameters selected for analysis with the EMAP dataset.
EMAP code
ALKCALC
COND
DOC
FE
NTL
PHEQ
PTL
SO4
TSS

Description
Calculated alkalinity (µeq/L)
Specific conductance (µS/cm)
Dissolved organic carbon (mg/L)
Total iron (mg/L)
Total nitrogen (µg/L)
Air-equilibrated pH
Total phosphorus (µg/L)
Sulfate (µeq/L)
Total suspended solids (mg/L)
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Pennsylvania, Virginia and West Virginia (Figure 3). Habitat assessment in the EMAP dataset
was more extensive compared to VADEQ. A total of 65 habitat parameters were available in the
dataset, however some parameters were removed because they were not indicative of
environmental stress. As a result, 41 parameters were used in the analysis (Table 5).
Benthic invertebrate samples in the EMAP dataset were collected from 1st to 3rd order
streams between April and mid-June from 1993-1996. Samples were collected using a modified
kicknet having 595 µm mesh. Organisms were identified to varying levels of taxonomic
resolution; however, most were consistently identified to family. Therefore, analyses included
invertebrate data to family level only.
3.2 Site classification
MDA requires that entities, or sampling stations, have an a priori classification.
Therefore, a classification procedure was applied to the environmental data prior to the
construction of a discriminant model. In the case of the PWW dataset, no environmental
data was available. However, these sites may be classified based on the level of watershed
urbanization.
Water quality and habitat data were used to classify sites in the VADEQ and EMAP
datasets. The purpose of PCA is to reduce multi-dimensional data into a few factors that explain
a significant portion of the total variance in the dataset (Bryant and Yarnold 1995). The analysis
considers all attributes, water quality and habitat parameters in this case, as if they were plotted
in multi-dimensional space (one dimension for each variable). PCA determines a linear function,
or eigenvector, that explains the maximum amount of total variance in the multi-dimensional
data swarm. Subsequent eigenvectors are determined that maximize the total variance remaining
after each preceding eigenvector has been determined. The analysis generates factor-loading
coefficients, which indicate the degree of correlation between the eigenvector and the original
water quality and habitat parameters (Bryant and Yarnold 1995). Equivalent to an r-value in a
regression analysis, factor-loading coefficients near ± 1 indicate high correlation while
coefficients near 0 indicate low correlation.
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Figure 3. Location of EMAP sampling stations having sufficient water quality, habitat, and benthic
invertebrate data for use in the analysis.

Each eigenvector is essentially a new axis on which the data points can be projected. The
new coordinates of the data points measured along the eigenvectors are known as principal
component scores. The principal component score (yij) of entity (j) along eigenvector (i) can be
described as the weighted sum of the quantities of s attributes (x) where u is the factor-loading
coefficient specific to each attribute (Pielou, 1984):
(3.1) yij = ui1x1j + ui2x2j + … + uisxsj
Based on principal component scores derived from PCA, samples were classified as high
(H), intermediate (I), and low (L) according to the degree of stress associated with each
eigenvector. Classifications were based on upper and lower quartiles of the scores and depended
on the direction of the eigenvector. For example, if an eigenvector was highly correlated with an
environmental parameter generally believed to have adverse effects on biota, such as biological
oxygen demand (BOD), samples with scores in the upper quartile were be classified in the high
stress category; samples in the lower quartile were classified as low stress. Conversely, if the
eigenvector was highly correlated with an environmental parameter thought to be beneficial to
biota, such as dissolved oxygen concentration (DO), samples with upper quartile scores were
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classified as low stress, while lower quartile samples were classified as high stress. All samples
with interquartile scores were classified as intermediate stress.
Table 5. Description of parameters used in EMAP habitat assessment.
EMAP code
LSUM_DMM
PCAN_C
PCT_BDRK
PCT_BIGR
PCT_DRS
PCT_FA
PCT_FAST
PCT_FN
PCT_HP
PCT_ORG
PCT_POOL
PCT_RC
PCT_SA
PCT_SAFN
PCT_SFGF
PCT_SLOW
SINU
W1H_LOG
W1H_PIPE
W1H_WALL
W1H_HAG
W1H_HALL
W1H_HNOAG
WD_RAT
XC
XCDENBK
XCDENMID
XCL
XCMGW
XCMW
XEMBED
XFC_ALG
XFC_ALL
XFC_AQM
XFC_BRS
XFC_HUM
XFC_LWD
XFC_NAT
XFC_OHV
XFC_RCK
XFC_UCB

Description
Log10 substrate geometric mean diameter (mm)
Riparian canopy coniferous (proportion of reach)
Substrate bedrock (%)
Substrate >= coarse gravel > 16 mm (%)
Dry channel or subsurface flow (%)
Falls (% of reach)
Fast water habitat (% riffle and faster)
Substrate fines-silt/clay/muck (%)
Substrate hardpan (%)
Substrate wood or detritus (%)
Pools-all types (% of reach)
Substrate concrete (%)
Substrate sand-0.06-2 mm (%)
Substrate sand & fines-< 2 mm (%)
Substrate <= fine gravel < 16 mm (%)
Slow water habitat (% glide & pool)
Channel sinuosity (m/m)
Riparian disturbance-logging activity (ProxWt Pres)
Riparian disturbance-pipes influent/effluent (ProxWt Pres)
Riparian disturbance-wall/bank revetment (ProxWt Pres)
Riparian disturbance-sum agricultural types (ProxWt Pres)
Riparian disturbance-sum all types (ProxWt Pres)
Riparian disturbance-sum non agricultural types (ProxWt Pres)
Mean width/depth ratio (m/m)
Riparian vegetative canopy cover
Mean bankside canopy density (%)
Mean mid-channel canopy density (%)
Riparian canopy > 0.3 DBH (Cover)
Riparian vegetative canopy + mid + ground woody cover
Riparian vegetative + mid layer woody cover
Mean embeddedness-channel + margin (%)
Filamentous algae cover (Areal proportion)
Fish cover-all types (Sum areal proportion)
Aquatic macrophyte cover (Areal proportion)
Brush & small debris cover (Areal proportion)
Fish cover-artificial structures (Areal proportion)
Large woody debris cover (Areal proportion)
Fish cover-natural types (Sum areal proportion)
Overhang vegetative cover (Areal proportion)
Fish cover-boulders (Areal proportion)
Undercut bank cover (Areal proportion)

PCA was conducted using SYSTAT 9.0. The correlation matrix option, which standardizes
attribute values before the procedure, was selected due to the varying ranges of water quality and
habitat parameters.
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3.3

Manipulation of biological data
Benthic invertebrate data were utilized in the analysis as abundance values and as

calculated metric values. To remove the influence of rare taxa in the analysis, an additional
benthic invertebrate data matrix was created containing taxa occurring at a minimum of 10% of
total stations. This matrix is referred to as the rare taxa exclusion matrix.
Benthic invertebrate metrics were calculated from abundance data using the Ecological
Data Application System (EDAS), a Microsoft Access database application developed by Tetra
Tech, Inc. that uses queries to calculate metric values. Table 6 provides a description of the
metrics calculated for the analysis. Where multiple biological samples were available at a
particular station, metric scores were averaged for the period of record.
The calculated metrics listed in Table 6 were evaluated in terms of their ability to
discriminate levels of stress determined by site classification. Box and whisker plots were
constructed for each of the metrics with site classification used as the grouping variable. Metrics
with discriminatory ability exhibited a clear separation between interquartile ranges of high and
low stress categories without having the median value of the intermediate stress group intersect
either interquartile range of the high and low groups (Figure 4). These metrics, referred to as
discriminatory metrics, were separated into a new data matrix for use in the analysis.
3.4

Model construction

3.4.1

Multiple discriminant analysis
MDA was conducted using SYSTAT 9.0 to determine how well stressor categories (H, I,

and L) determined by PCA could be separated based on benthic invertebrate data. Similar to
PCA, MDA attempts to define a unique linear combination of multiple variables, in this case
metric or family abundance values. However, in MDA the goal is to determine the linear
function that best discriminates, or separates, predetermined categories (Duarte Silva and Stam
1995). The number of linear functions, or canonical variables, determined by the analysis is
equal to the number of groups minus 1 or the number of variables, whichever is smaller. In this
analysis, three stressor categories yielded two canonical variables. The first canonical variable
represents a linear function of benthic data that maximizes the separation between the high,
intermediate, and low stressor categories. The second canonical variable will further separate the
categories, but will be of secondary importance to the first canonical variable (Duarte Silva and
Stam 1995; SPSS Inc. 2000).
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Table 6. Description of benthic invertebrate metrics and the expected response of each metric to
increasing disturbance.
Metric category
Specific metric
Taxonomic richness:
Total taxa

Description

Expected
response

Total number of taxa found in the sample

Decrease
Decrease

Ephemeroptera taxa

Sum of taxa in the insect orders Ephemeroptera (E),
Plecoptera (P), and Trichoptera (T)
Sum of taxa in the insect order Ephemeroptera

Plecoptera taxa

Sum of taxa in the insect order Plecoptera

Decrease

Trichoptera taxa

Sum of taxa in the insect order Trichoptera

Decrease

Diptera taxa

Sum of taxa in the insect order Diptera

Decrease

Coleoptera taxa

Sum of taxa in the insect order Coleoptera

Decrease

Percent abundance of individuals in the single most
abundant taxa
Percent abundance of individuals in the 2 most
abundant taxa
Percent abundance of individuals in the EPT insect
orders
Percent abundance of individuals in EPT insect orders
minus those individuals in the family Hydropsychidae
Percent abundance of individuals in the insect order
Ephemeroptera
Percent abundance of individuals in the insect order
Plecoptera
Percent abundance of individuals in the insect order
Trichoptera
Percent abundance of individuals in the insect order
Trichoptera belonging to the family Hydropsychidae
Percent abundance of individuals in the insect order
Diptera
Percent abundance of individuals in the insect family
Chironomidae
Percent abundance of individuals in the class
Oligochaeta
Percent abundance of individuals in the insect order
Coleoptera
Ratio of individuals in the insect orders EPT to
individuals in the family Chironomidae

Increase

Percent abundance of individuals belonging to the
filterer functional feeding group
Percent abundance of individuals belonging to the
scraper functional feeding group

Increase

EPT taxa

Taxonomic composition:
% Dominant taxa
% 2 Dominant taxa
% EPT
% EPT-Hydropsychidae
% Ephemeroptera
% Plecoptera
% Trichoptera
% Trichoptera as Hydropsychidae
% Diptera
% Chironomidae
% Oligochaeta
% Coleoptera
EPT:Chironomidae
Feeding groups/habitats:
% Filterers
% Scrapers
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Decrease

Increase
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase
Decrease
Decrease

Decrease

Table 6 (continued). Description of benthic invertebrate metrics and the expected response of each
metric to increasing disturbance.
Metric category
Specific metric

Expected
response

Description

Feeding groups/habitats (cont.):
% Collectors
% Predators
% Shredders
% Omnivores
Clinger taxa
Tolerance/intolerance measures:
Intolerant taxa
% Tolerant
Family Biotic Index (FBI)

Decrease
Percent abundance of individuals belonging to the
collector functional feeding group
Percent abundance of individuals belonging to the
predator functional feeding group
Percent abundance of individuals belonging to the
shredder functional feeding group
Percent abundance of omnivorous individuals

Decrease
Decrease
Increase

Sum of taxa with clinger as a primary habitat/behavior
designation

Decrease

Number of taxa having a tolerance value <= 3

Decrease

Percent abundance of individuals having a tolerance
value => 7
Abundance-weighted average family tolerance values for
benthic invertebrate assemblages

Increase
Increase

(Gerritsen et al., 2000)

70

% Ephemeroptera

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

H
I
L
VADEQ Stressor Category

Figure 4. Metric (% Ephemeroptera) with ability to discriminate between stressor categories.
Stressor categories defined by VADEQ PCA Axis #1. H, high stress; I, intermediate stress; L, Low stress.
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Similar to eigenvectors in PCA, the canonical variables are essentially new axes on which
the data may be projected. Accordingly, new coordinates for the data points can be determined
by calculating the canonical variable score for each data point along the canonical variables. The
canonical variable score (yij) for entity j along canonical variable i is the weighted sum of s
attributes (x) plus the canonical constant (ci):
(3.2) yij = ci + (ui1x1j + ui2x2j + …+ uisxsj)
(Modified after SPSS Inc.1999)
The weights (u) for each respective attribute are the unstandardized canonical discriminant
functions. The results of MDA can be inspected visually using scatterplots of the canonical
variable scores for the two canonical variables (SPSS Inc. 2000).
MDA classifies sites based on linear classification rules, or classification functions
(Duarte Silva and Stam 1995). A classification function is calculated for each group. The
function consists of a constant and classification weights for each attribute. Similar to equation
3.2, the resulting classification score is a weighted sum of the attributes plus the constant. To
classify an entity, attribute values are entered into the classification functions of each group and a
classification score is calculated. The entity is classified in the group that yields the largest
classification score (SPSS Inc. 2000). This procedure is used in MDA to classify model entities
and also to predict the classification of unknown independent entities.
3.4.2

Attribute selection
The success of MDA relies on the selection of attributes that contribute to the separation

of predetermined groups. Therefore, criteria were established to determine which attributes
provided the greatest group separation and should be added to the discriminant model.
The first method of attribute selection was stepwise MDA attribute selection. This
method allows statistical software to select attributes that significantly contribute to group
separation based on their relation to attributes already in the model. For example, if Attribute A
is not in the model and is highly correlated with Attribute B, which is already in the model, the
addition of Attribute A will not contribute to further group separation and will be removed from
the analysis (Duarte Silva and Stam 1995).
Two options for stepwise attribute selection are available in SYSTAT 9.0. The first
stepwise method uses backward stepping to select attributes. In backward stepping, all attributes
are included in the model to start the analysis. F-to-remove values, which indicate the strength
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of each attribute in contributing to group separation, are used to remove attributes from the
model. At each step, the variable with the lowest F-to-remove value is removed and then the Fto-remove values are recalculated based on new model attributes. The process continues until no
attributes remain in the model with an F-to-remove value less than 3.9 (SPSS Inc. 2000).
Forward stepping attribute selection begins with no attributes in the model. Each
attribute is evaluated based on its F-to-enter values, which is also an indication of the strength of
the attribute in contributing to group separation. The attribute with the highest F-to-enter values
is added to the model and then the F-to-enter values are recalculated based on the attributes
included in the model. In the next step, the attribute with the highest F-to-enter values is
included in the model and again the values are recalculated. The process continues until no
attributes remain with an F-to-enter value greater than 4.0 (SPSS Inc. 2000).
The second method of attribute selection employed in the analysis was by predetermined
manipulation of the biological data. As previously stated, taxa abundance data was manipulated
to include only those taxa occurring at a minimum of 10% of the total stations used in the model.
These taxa were used as attributes in the model and taxa occurring at less than 10% of the total
stations were removed. Similarly, discriminatory metrics that were determined through visual
inspection of box and whisker plots were retained for the analysis. Those metrics that were
unable to discriminate between classes were removed.
The attribute selection procedures resulted in six models for each dataset. For each taxa
and metric dataset, there were models constructed using backward stepping, forward stepping,
and manipulated biological data.
3.4.3

Model interpretation
The SYSTAT 9.0 output of MDA procedure provides statistical calculations that can be

used to interpret model results. The between group F-matrix is an indication of the distance
between the mean canonical variable scores for each group. It is not appropriate to use the
probabilities associated with these F values to determine the significance of differences between
groups. However, the values can be used to compare the relative similarities of groups (SPSS
Inc., 2000). As discussed in the previous section, the F-to-remove values can be used to
determine the attributes most important and least important in discriminating between groups
(SPSS Inc. 2000).
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The amount of dispersion captured in each canonical variable is indicated by the
canonical correlations and cumulative dispersion statistics. Higher canonical correlations
indicate that the canonical variable captures a higher percentage of the dispersion of the dataset;
the cumulative proportion of dispersion represents this percentage. The relative importance of
each attribute in determining the canonical variable is indicated by the standardized canonical
discriminant functions, with higher absolute values indicating greater importance.
The results of MDA classification are typically presented as a matrix of a priori
classification versus predicted classification. The percent of successful classifications is
calculated and is used to assess the accuracy of the model. High classification percentage of
model entities may provide an overly optimistic assessment of the success of the classification
functions because the cases being classified are the same cases used to determine the
classification functions (SPSS Inc. 2000). A jackknifed classification matrix reduces this
problem by using data from all entities except the one being classified to determine the
classification functions (SPSS Inc. 2000). Low classification success in a jackknifed
classification matrix relative to the original classification matrix indicates too many attributes in
the model relative to the number of entities (SPSS Inc. 2000).
3.4.4

MDA assumptions
MDA is based on three major assumptions concerning the characteristics of the input

data. The first assumption is that attribute values of one entity are not influenced by any other
entities (Duarte Silva and Stam 1995). The second assumption requires that attributes exhibit a
multivariate normal distribution. This assumption was evaluated by checking the distribution of
each parameter through visual inspection of histograms. The final major assumption of MDA is
that of equal variance-covariances across groups (Duarte Silva and Stam 1995). This assumption
was tested using Box’s M statistical procedure, which tests the equality of covariances between
groups.
In all three datasets, there were deviations from the assumptions of multivariate normality
and equal variance-covariance across groups. Visual inspection of the distribution of biological
data indicated non-normal distribution of a majority of attributes in each dataset. Evaluation of
variance-covariance equality across groups using Box’s M (SPSS 10.0) indicated significance
differences (p<0.05) in all datasets.
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Although these tests indicated a deviation from the underlying assumptions of MDA, the
procedure is robust enough to provide reasonable classification results (Duarte Silva and Stam
1995). However, in violating these assumptions, the statistics and associated p-values used in
hypothesis testing become invalid. For example, when the assumptions of MDA are satisfied,
the strength of discrimination is determined by Wilks’s Lambda, which tests for dispersion of all
groups on all the attributes (SPSS Inc. 2000). Lower values of this statistic indicate stronger
separation between categories and result in greater statistical significance (lower p-value)
(Duarte Silva and Stam 1995). However, when assumptions are violated, the Wilk’s Lambda
statistic is invalid and inappropriate. In such instances, alternative methods of evaluating the
strength of the discriminant model must be employed. A commonly used and reliable method is
the successful validation of the model by independent data (SPSS Inc. 2000).
3.5

Model validation
Model validation is the test of the accuracy and reliability of a completed model to

simulate natural conditions (Haefner 1996). As stated in the previous section, validation of
independent data is an effective method of assessing the strength of the discriminant model when
major assumptions of MDA are violated. A model was considered to be successfully validated
when a high percentage of test data, which are independent of data used to create the model,
were correctly classified into their predetermined groups. Classification of test data in this
analysis was based on the posterior probabilities of membership into a model group. These
probabilities are based on the Mahalanobis distance squared (similar to Euclidean distance)
between test data and the group mean (SPSS Inc. 2000). Test data were assigned to the group to
which there was the highest probability of membership. In the current analysis, independent
datasets were used to evaluate each of the six models developed for the PWW, VADEQ, and
EMAP datasets.
As previously stated, the PWW dataset contained benthic invertebrate data from 19941997. The dataset was divided into two subsets. The first subset, containing data collected in
1994 and 1995, was used to construct the PWW model. The second subset containing samples
collected in 1996 and 1997 was used to validate the model. To minimize the effect of pseudoreplication, sites having multiple samples were averaged for each subset. The use of the 1996-97
data to validate the 1994-95 model will provide an estimation of the ability of the model to
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classify sites. However, it will not represent a true validation because the subsets are not
completely independent due to the recurrence of sites in the model and test data.
The VADEQ dataset could not be divided into subsets due the low initial sample size of
51 stations. Therefore, biological data from 11 stations previously rejected from the analysis due
to missing environmental data were used as test data to validate the VADEQ model. These
stations were considered to be appropriate for model validation because all 11 satisfied the
temporal and spatial criteria established for model data. However, the stations were not
subjected to same site classification procedure (PCA) as the model data. As an alternative
classification, impairment designations assigned by VADEQ were used (VADEQ 1998). In its
classification scheme, VADEQ designates sites as not impaired, slightly impaired, moderately
impaired, and severely impaired. To maintain consistency with the high, intermediate, and low
stress classifications assigned by PCA, VADEQ’s not impaired and slightly impaired
designations were combined and reclassified as low stress. VADEQ’s moderately impaired and
severely impaired designations were reclassified as intermediate and high stress, respectively. It
is important to note the difference in classification schemes, because the model cannot truly be
validated without consistent classification between model and test data. However, the
distribution of test data relative to model groups will provide a rough estimation of the ability of
the model to classify sites based on environmental stress.
The larger sample size (n=102) of the EMAP dataset allowed test and model subsets to be
created. The uniform random number function in SYSTAT was used to select approximately
20% (urn < 0.8) of the 102 stations as test data; the remaining stations were used to construct the
model.
3.6

Model verification
Model verification is the review of selected mathematical algorithms and computer

codes (Haefner 1996). The appropriateness of such algorithms and codes to the defined
mathematical relationships are critical for model success. The purpose of model verification is
to ensure that the computer code is accurate. In this analysis, model verification was conducted
by entering test data that was identical to model data. If the computer code is correct, the
canonical variable scores for the test data should be identical to the model data. Therefore,
visual inspection of the canonical scores plot of this data matrix was used to verify the model.
Figure 5 illustrates successful model verification using the VADEQ metric dataset.
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Figure 5. Model verification using identical model and test data.

3.7 Model application
The model with the most successful validation in each of the three datasets was applied to
benthic invertebrate data collected in a watershed with unknown stressor categories. The goal of
this application was to identify watershed stressors influencing the structure of the benthic
invertebrate community.
The Bull Run watershed located near Manassas, VA was selected for model application.
The Bull Run dataset was compiled as part of a study assessing the biological integrity of the
watershed in relation to varying levels of imperviousness (Arciszewski 1999). Samples were
collected from 32 sites throughout the watershed during the spring of 1998 and 1999. Twelve
sites were sampled in both years; therefore an average of the two samples was calculated.
Sampling and laboratory processing protocols were identical to those used in the PWW dataset.
The success of the model application was gauged by the accuracy of model predictions
compared to predefined imperviousness classifications of Arciszewski (1999). Low stress sites
were defined as having less than 12% watershed imperviousness, intermediate stress sites had 12
to 21% impervious watershed, and high stress sites had watershed imperviousness in excess of
21% (Arciszewski 1999). Although this classification scheme is not identical to any scheme
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used to classify the model datasets, it will provide a rough estimate of the accuracy of the
models.
4. RESULTS

As previously stated, six models were constructed for each of the three datasets. The
model with the most successful independent validation for each dataset is presented in the
following section.
4.1 PWW model
Of the six models created using the PWW dataset, the selection of discriminatory metrics
as attributes produced the model with the highest success in classifying independent test data
(82.6%). Table 7 lists the percentage of test data classified correctly for the six PWW models
created using taxa abundance and metrics values as attributes.
Twelve metrics were utilized in the model based on their ability to discriminate between
high, intermediate, and low stressor categories. The selected metrics and mean metric values for
each stressor category are presented in Table 8. All of the selected metrics, with the exception of
% 2 Dominant taxa and % Trichoptera as Hydropsychidae, are expected to decrease with
increasing disturbance. Based on the F-to-remove statistic, Trichoptera taxa was the most
important attribute in discriminating among stressor categories (F=4.10), while % Predator was
the least important attribute (F=0.05).
Figure 6 illustrates the ordination of stressor categories based on canonical scores along
the two canonical variables. The first canonical variable accounts for 85.9 % of the total
dispersion of the groups, indicating that this variable can explain most of the difference among
groups. Low and high stress categories are separated along this variable, with intermediate stress
sites overlapping low and high stress. Intermediate stress sites are separated from low and high
stress along the second canonical variable, although some overlap exists between intermediate
and high groups (Figure 6).
The between groups F-matrix, which is a measure of the equality of group means,
indicates the greatest separation among stressor categories is between high and low stress
(F=13.049). The least separation occurs between high and intermediate stress categories
(F=2.726) (Table 9).
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Table 7. Percentage of test data classified correctly using differing methods of attribute selection in
the PWW model. Manipulation refers to the 10% occurrence criteria for taxa abundance and
discriminatory metric selection. Bold value indicates the selected model.
Attribute Selection
Method

Taxa Abundance

Metrics

Forward Stepping
Backward Stepping

73.9
33.3

66.6
66.6

Manipulation

56.7

82.6

Table 8. Metrics selected as attributes in the PWW model and mean values for each stressor
category.
Stressor Category

Metric
High

Intermediate

Low

% Plecoptera

0.32

0.64

8.49

% Predator

6.48

6.40

10.71

% Shredder

4.63

4.79

9.02

Clinger taxa

2.63

5.20

8.62

Total taxa

8.79

13.30

15.96

EPT taxa

1.51

3.75

7.15

Plecoptera taxa

0.12

0.50

1.92

Trichoptera taxa

0.93

1.35

2.62

Intolerant taxa

1.75

4.00

7.33

% 2 Dominant taxa

81.28

71.98

60.30

% Trichoptera as Hydropsychidae

85.30

97.14

65.28

% EPT-Hydropsychidae

2.32

9.86

29.71
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Figure 6. Canonical scores plot of PWW model data.

Table 9. Between group F-matrix indicating separation between group means in the PWW model.
Stress

H

I

H

0

I

2.726

0

L

13.049

4.562

L

0

Based on standardized canonical discriminant functions, Intolerant taxa (0.636) followed
by Clinger taxa (0.424) were the most important metrics in determining positive canonical scores
along the first canonical variable. Total taxa (-0.448) and % EPT-Hydropsychidae (-0.316) were
important in determining negative scores along the first canonical variable. The second
canonical variable only accounted for 14.1% of the total dispersion of the groups. Along the
second canonical variable, Trichoptera taxa (1.208) and EPT taxa (-1.882) were important in
determining positive and negative canonical scores, respectively.
The ability of classification functions to accurately classify model data is illustrated in
Table 10. The overall classification accuracy of model data was 82%. The functions were most
accurate classifying high stress sites (88%) and least accurate classifying low stress sites (74%).
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Classification accuracy decreased in the jackknifed classification matrix, with overall success
declining to 73% (Table 11). The greatest decline in accuracy between the standard
classification matrix and the jackknifed classification matrix occurred at low stress sites (Table
11). The greatest misclassification in the jackknifed matrix occurred as high and low sites were
classified as intermediate.
Table 10. Classification matrix of PWW model data. Bold values indicate accurate classification.

a priori

Stress
H
I
L
Total

H

Predicted
I

L

36
2
3
41

5
8
3
16

0
0
17
17

Percent correct
88
80
74
82

Table 11. Jackknifed classification matrix of PWW model data. Bold values indicate accurate
classification.

a priori

Stress
H
I
L
Total

H

Predicted
I

L

33
3
3
39

5
7
6
18

3
0
14
17

Percent correct
80
70
61
73

The addition of 1996 and 1997 sites as test data resulted in a successful validation of the
PWW model. The overall accuracy of test data classification was 82.6%, with the
classification of high stress sites having the highest accuracy (91.9%). The classification of low
stress test sites was the least accurate (65.2%), with most misclassified sites predicted to be
intermediate stress (Table 12). Similar to the classification of model data, the greatest number of
misclassifications occurred as low and high stress sites were predicted as intermediate stress
(Table 12). One site in both the low and high stressor categories had 0 probability of
membership into any of the stressor categories. These sites were deemed outliers beyond the
range of the model.
The application of the PWW model to the Bull Run dataset yielded a lower rate of
accurate classifications. The orientation of canonical scores for the PWW model and Bull Run
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data along the two canonical variables is presented in Figure 7; the classification matrix of the
Bull Run data is presented in Table 13. The overall accuracy of the model in predicting stressor
categories of Bull Run sites was 50%. High stress sites in the Bull Run watershed were
accurately predicted at 83.3% of sites. The percentage of accurate classifications in Bull Run fell
to 22.2% and 36.4% for intermediate and low stress sites, respectively (Table 13). All
misclassified intermediate stress sites at Bull Run were predicted to be high stress in the PWW
model. Six of seven misclassified low stress sites in the Bull Run watershed were predicted to be
intermediate sites by the model (Table 13). The canonical scores of low stress Bull Run sites are
oriented to the left of the model low stress group mean and towards the intermediate stress group
mean. Generally, the canonical scores of the intermediate Bull Run sites are oriented to the left
of the model intermediate stress group mean and towards the high stress group mean (Figure 7).
Table 12. Classification of test data (PWW 1996-97) used to validate PWW model. Bold values
indicate accurate classification.

a priori

Stress
H
I
L
Total

Predicted
H

I

L

Outlier

Percent
correct

34
1
2
37

2
8
5
15

0
0
15
15

1
0
1
2

91.9
88.9
65.2
82.6

Table 13. Classification matrix of Bull Run sites applied to the PWW model. Bold values indicate
accurate classification.

a priori

Stress
H
I
L
Total

H

Predicted
I

L

10
7
1
18

2
2
6
10

0
0
4
4
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Percent correct
83.3
22.2
36.4
50.0
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Figure 7. Orientation of PWW model and Bull Run canonical scores along canonical variables.
Crosses indicate group means.

4.2 VADEQ models
The VADEQ models were constructed using site classifications derived from PCA axes
of water quality and habitat parameters. The following section describes the results of the site
classification procedure, model selection and validation, and the application of the VADEQ
model to the Bull Run watershed.
4.2.1 Site classification
PCA was used to reduce multi-dimensional water quality and habitat parameters
into four axes capturing 61.6% of the total variance. The first axis accounted for nearly
half (27.8%) of the variance captured in the first four axes. Hardness (0.871), total alkalinity
(0.838), volatile residue (0.835), and conductivity (0.820) had high positive factor loading
coefficients along this axis, while riparian vegetation (-0.797), bank vegetation, banks (-0.744),
and embeddedness had negative factor loadings. Mean values and standard deviations for each
parameter are presented in Table 14.
The negative loading of multiple habitat parameters suggested that sites with high
principal component scores on Axis #1 would have degraded riparian and instream habitat
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relative to sites that had low principal component scores. Although positive loadings for
hardness and alkalinity may be a function of geologic differences between sites that are not
indicative of stress, high conductivity has been associated with impacted urban streams.
Therefore, sites with principal component scores in the upper quartile along Axis #1 were
designated as high stress sites.
The second PCA axis accounted for an additional 16.2% of the variance in the water
quality/habitat data matrix, increasing the cumulative variance explained to 44%. Axis #2 was
characteristic of organic pollution with BOD (0.931) and COD (0.885) positively loaded and DO
(-0.731) negatively loaded (Table 14). Sites with high principal component scores on this axis
would be expected to have high concentrations of BOD and COD along with low concentrations
of DO. Consequently, sites with principal component scores in the upper quartile along Axis #2
were classified as high stress.

The third PCA axis explained an additional 11.0% of the

variance in the environmental data. Sediment associated parameters were loaded on Axis #3 as
fixed, volatile, and total non-filterable residue and turbidity were negatively loaded, while
sediment was positively loaded (Table 14). Sites with principal component scores in the
upper quartile along Axis #3 were classified as low stress due to high sediment quality and low
non-filterable residue and turbidity.
The final PCA axis accounted for only 6.7% of the total variance in the water quality and
habitat data. Nitrite, ammonium, and fecal coliform were negatively loaded with Axis #4,
however temperature was positively loaded (Table 14). Sites with principal component scores in
the upper quartile along Axis #4 were classified as low stress due to the higher negative loadings
of nitrite, ammonium, and fecal coliform.
4.2.2

Model construction
The VADEQ model constructed with discriminatory metrics as attributes was the most

successful in correctly classifying test data (Table 15). However, metrics were only able to
discriminate between stressor categories on the first two PCA stressor axes. (“NA” in Table 15
indicates there were an insufficient number of attributes available to construct the model.)
Eleven metrics were able to discriminate between stressor categories defined by
Habitat/Total Ion axis #1 (Table 16). Of these metrics, only % Diptera and FBI, are expected to
increase with increasing disturbance. The number of metrics able to distinguish between stressor
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categories defined by BOD/DO axis #2 declined to four. Of these four, only % Tolerant is
expected to increase with increasing disturbance.
Table 14. Factor loadings, mean values, and standard deviations of environmental parameters
associated with PCA axes used in VADEQ site classification.
Axis #1: Habitat and Total Ions
Parameter
Hardness (mg/L)
Total Alkalinity CaCO3 (mg/L)
Residue, volatile (mg/L)
Conductivity @ 25oC (umhos)
Riparian Vegetation (DEQ)
Bank Vegetation (DEQ)
Banks (DEQ)
Embeddeness (DEQ)

Factor
Loading
0.871
0.838
0.835
0.820
-0.797
-0.763
-0.744
-0.728

High
Mean

SD

199.00
165.90
67.60
440.97
4.15
11.23
11.23
11.62

50.65
62.25
18.81
127.44
3.51
2.62
2.05
1.26

Stressor Category
Intermediate
Mean
SD

Mean

SD

103.88
82.85
37.48
258.88
9.52
14.80
14.56
14.64

60.90
52.74
15.56
130.03
4.72
2.63
2.43
2.81

29.13
23.65
20.94
91.64
15.38
17.23
16.85
17.23

14.88
12.85
6.27
55.05
4.07
1.30
1.34
0.73

Mean

SD

0.96
5.87
2.23
10.81

0.14
0.82
0.43
0.48

Low

Axis #2: BOD and DO
Parameter
BOD, 5-day (mg/L)
COD, hi level (mg/L)
TOC (mg/L)
DO (mg/L)

Mean

SD

Stressor Category
Intermediate
Mean
SD

2.29
17.32
6.19
9.58

0.66
8.80
3.24
0.71

1.30
8.90
3.35
10.37

Mean

SD

Stressor Category
Intermediate
Mean
SD

Mean

SD

15.24
18.36
3.49
17.88
11.33

5.15
5.52
0.78
11.26
3.68

8.70
10.55
2.27
9.96
15.19

4.57
5.96
1.94
5.25
15.69

2.20
3.39
0.59
3.68
1.49

Factor
Loading

High

0.931
0.885
0.863
-0.731

0.17
2.61
1.08
0.60

Low

Axis #3: Sediment and Turbidity
Parameter
Residue, fixed NF (mg/L)
Residue, total NF (mg/L)
Residue, volatile NF (mg/L)
Turbidity, Hach (mg/L)
Sediment (DEQ)

Factor
Loading

High

-0.739
-0.730
-0.704
-0.700
0.448

4.26
4.86
0.49
3.68
2.47

Low

Axis #4: Nitrogen and Fecal Coliforms
Parameter
NO2-N total (mg/L)
NH3-NH4-N total (mg/L)
Fecal coliform (MFM/100 mL)
Temperature (oC)

Factor
Loading
-0.673
-0.594
-0.531
0.472

High
Mean

SD

0.023
0.093
255.434
12.708

0.014
0.105
489.741
1.171
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Stressor Category
Intermediate
Mean
SD

Mean

SD

0.013
0.036
0.055
13.731

0.011
0.038
0.101
14.533

0.003
0.012
0.164
1.578

0.005
0.030
0.080
1.227

Low

Table 15. Percentage of test data classified correctly using differing methods of attribute selection
for each PCA stressor axis in the VADEQ model. NA, Insufficient number of attributes to construct
model. Manipulation refers to the 10% occurrence criteria for taxa abundance and discriminatory metric
selection.
Attribute Selection
Method

Taxa Abundance
Axis 2
Axis 3

Axis 1

Axis 4

Axis 1

Metrics
Axis 2
Axis 3

Axis 4

Forward Stepping

45.5

27.3

45.5

NA

45.5

36.4

NA

36.4

Backward Stepping

0.0

18.2

45.5

0.0

45.5

54.5

0.0

36.4

Manipulation

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

54.5

54.5

NA

NA

Table 16. Metrics selected as attributes in VADEQ models and mean values for each stressor
category. H, high stress; I, intermediate stress; L, low stress.

Metric

Habitat/Total Ion

BOD/DO

Stressor Category

Stressor Category

H

I

L

H

I

L

% EPT

40.95

50.94

66.46

---

---

---

% Ephemeroptera

22.74

30.05

45.65

---

---

--

% Diptera

34.55

22.81

5.75

---

---

---

% Chironomidae

23.21

13.58

3.18

---

---

---

% Predator

4.52

10.09

20.62

---

---

---

% Shredder

2.11

3.56

3.86

---

---

---

% Clinger

60.06

70.80

78.69

---

---

---

Plecoptera taxa

0.77

1.02

1.65

0.39

1.09

1.89

FBI

4.96

4.32

3.49

---

---

---

EPT:Chironomidae

2.45

7.87

37.11

---

---

---

% EPT-Hydropsychidae

27.90

38.47

58.87

---

---

---

% Plecoptera

---

---

---

1.22

4.70

9.47

EPT Taxa

---

---

---

4.15

7.12

8.74

% Tolerant

---

---

---

14.46

4.87

3.11

In constructing the VADEQ Habitat/Total Ion model using site classifications defined by
PCA Stressor Axis #1, EPT:Chironomidae was the most important attribute in separating among
stressor categories (F-to-remove=14.48). The least important attribute in constructing the model
was Plecoptera taxa (F-to-remove=0.04).
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The orientation of canonical scores for VADEQ Habitat/Total Ion model sites is
presented in Figure 8. The first canonical variable accounted for 94.1% of the total dispersion of
the data. High and low stress sites were completely separated along this variable, with low stress
sites having higher canonical scores relative to high stress sites. Low and intermediate stress
sites were generally separated; however, there was some overlap between intermediate and high
stress sites. This group separation was reflected in the between group F-matrix, which indicated
highest separation between high and low stress (F=11.441) followed by low and intermediate
stress (F=9.571). The separation of high and intermediate stressor categories was lowest
(F=1.444) relative to the separation of the other groups (Table 17).
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-3
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Figure 8. Canonical scores plot of the VADEQ Habitat/Total Ion model.
Table 17. Between group F-matrix indicating separation between group means in the VADEQ
Habitat/Total Ion model. H, high stress; I, intermediate stress; L, low stress
Stress

PCA Stressor Axis #1
H

I

H

0

I

1.444

0

L

11.441

9.571

L

0
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Based on standardized discriminant functions, % EPT (1.336) and % Diptera (1.060)
were the most important attributes resulting in positive canonical scores along the first canonical
variable; % Clinger (-1.785) and % Chironomidae (-1.344) were the most important attributes
resulting in negative canonical scores. % Shredder (0.585) and % EPT-Hydropsychidae (-0.912)
were the most important attributes determining positive and negative scores along the second
canonical variable, respectively.
The accuracy of classification functions in classifying VADEQ Habitat/Total Ion model
data is presented in Table 18. The model had an overall accuracy of 82.0%, with the highest
accuracy in the classification of low stress sites. The highest percentage of misclassifications
occurred as high sites being classified as intermediate; misclassification of intermediate sites as
high stress was second highest source of classification error.
The accuracy of the model declined significantly in the jackknifed classification matrix
(Table 19). Significant declines in model accuracy occurred in the classification of high and
intermediate stress sites, while only one additional low stress site was misclassified. The
jackknifed classification matrix illustrates the difficulty of the model in discriminating between
intermediate and high stress sites.

Table 18. Classification matrix of VADEQ Habitat/Total Ion model data. Bold values indicate
accurate classification.

a priori

Stress
H
I
L
Total

H

Predicted
I

L

10
5
0
15

3
20
1
24

0
0
12
12

Percent correct
77.0
80.0
92.0
82.0

Table 19. Jackknifed classification matrix of VADEQ Habitat/Total Ion model data. Bold values
indicate accurate classification.

a priori

Stress
H
I
L
Total

H

Predicted
I

L

6
12
0
18

7
12
2
21

0
1
11
12
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Percent correct
46.0
48.0
85.0
57.0

Benthic invertebrate data from 11 VADEQ sites previously rejected from the analysis
were used to validate the Stressor Axis #1 model. The results of the validation indicate overall
model accuracy of 54.5%. Misclassification of sites was greatest as intermediate stress sites
were predicted to be high stress in the model; two low stress sites were also misclassified as
intermediate stress (Table 20).
Table 20. Classification of test data used to validate the VADEQ Habitat/Total Ion model. Bold
values indicate accurate classification.

a priori

Stress
H
I
L
Total

H

Predicted
I

L

1
3
0
4

0
1
2
3

0
0
4
4

Percent correct
100.0
25.0
66.0
54.5

The accuracy of the VADEQ Habitat/Total Ion model declined considerably when
applied to Bull Run benthic invertebrate data. The orientation of canonical scores of model and
Bull Run sites is presented in Figure 9; the classification matrix of the Bull Run sites is presented
in Table 21. The overall classification accuracy was 31.3%. High stress sites were classified the
most accurately (75%), while no intermediate stress sites and only one low stress site were
correctly classified. With the exception of one site, all Bull Run sites were oriented to the left of
the intermediate stress group mean, with the majority of sites oriented to the left of the high
stress group mean (Figure 9). The model predicted that 78.1% of Bull Run sites would be
classified as high stress, accounting for the greatest source of site misclassification.
The second model created with the VADEQ dataset utilized the site classifications
defined by BOD/DO (axis #2). Of the four attributes used to create the model, EPT taxa (F-toremove=7.53) was the most important in discriminating among groups; the least important
attribute was Plecoptera taxa (F-to-remove=0.28).
The canonical scores plot of the VADEQ BOD/DO model data is presented in Figure 10.
The first canonical variable captured 94.1% of the total dispersion of data points. High and low
stress sites were generally separated along this axis, however intermediate stress sites overlapped
both high and low stress groups. The between group F-matrix reflects this separation between
groups (Table 22). The greatest separation between groups occurs between high and low stress
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sites (F=14.939). There is less separation between the intermediate stressor category and the low
and high stressor categories. However, there is greater separation between the intermediate
stressor category and high stressor category (F=7.539) than between the intermediate stressor
category and the low stressor category (F=3.920).
3
2
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Figure 9. Orientation of VADEQ Habitat/Total Ion model and Bull Run canonical scores along
canonical variables. Crosses indicate group means. Lightened data points indicate outliers.

Table 21. Classification matrix of Bull Run sites applied to the VADEQ Habitat/Total Ion model.
Bold values indicate accurate classification.

a priori

Stress
H
I
L
Total

Predicted
H

I

L

Outlier

Percent
correct

9
8
8
25

1
0
2
3

0
0
1
1

2
1
0
3

75.0
0.0
9.1
31.3
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Figure 10. Canonical scores plot of VADEQ BOD/DO model data.

Table 22. Between group F-matrix indicating separation between group means in the VADEQ
BOD/DO model. H, high stress; I, intermediate stress; L, low stress
Stress

PCA Stressor Axis #2
H

I

H

0

I

7.539

0

L

14.939

3.920

L

0

The standardized canonical discriminant functions indicate that EPT taxa (0.760) was the most
important attribute in determining positive canonical scores along the first canonical variable. %
Tolerant (-0.231) was the most important attribute in determining negative canonical scores
along the first canonical variable.
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The accuracy of classification functions in predicting stressor categories is summarized in
Table 23. The model had an overall accuracy of 71.0%, with identical success in classifying
high and low stress sites (77.0%). The greatest source of classification error occurred in the
misclassification of intermediate stress sites as low stress or high stress. Additional
misclassifications were associated with the intermediate stressor category as high stress and low
stress sites were predicted to be intermediate stress. The model maintained consistent accuracy
in the jackknifed matrix, as one additional misclassification of a low stress site as intermediate
stress reduced overall model accuracy to 69.0% (Table 24).
The validation of the VADEQ BOD/DO model with test data resulted in
classification success similar to that of the Habitat/Total Ion model. The model validated at an
overall accuracy of 54.5%. Misclassification of intermediate stress sites as either high or low
stress accounted for the greatest source of error (Table 25). The model also misclassified 2 of 6
low stress sites as intermediate stress.
Table 23. Classification matrix of VADEQ BOD/DO model data. Bold values indicate accurate
classification.

a priori

Stress
H
I
L
Total

H

Predicted
I

L

10
3
0
13

3
16
3
22

0
6
10
16

Percent correct
77.0
64.0
77.0
71.0

Table 24. Jackknifed classification matrix of VADEQ BOD/DO model data. Bold values indicate
accurate classification.

a priori

Stress
H
I
L
Total

H

Predicted
I

L

10
3
0
13

3
16
4
23

0
6
9
15

Percent correct
77.0
64.0
69.0
69.0

The VADEQ BOD/DO model was a slight improvement on the Habitat/Total Ion model in its
application to Bull Run data. The canonical scores plot of model and Bull Run sites are
presented in Figure 11, while the classification matrix of Bull Run sites is presented in Table 26.
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Similar to the Habitat/Total Ion model, Bull Run sites are oriented towards the high and
intermediate stressor category group means. All sites, with the exception of two Bull Run low
stress sites, are oriented to the left of the intermediate stressor category group mean. This
apparent shift in the orientation of the sites toward higher stress categories is reflected in the
classfication matrix. All classification errors are the result of low stress sites being misclassified
as either intermediate or high stress, or intermediate stress sites being misclassified as high
stress. These misclassifications resulted in an overall model accuracy of 43.8%.
Table 25. Classification of test data used to validate the VADEQ BOD/DO model. Bold values
indicate accurate classification.
Stress

a priori

H
I
L
Total

H

Predicted
I

L

1
2
0
3

0
1
2
3

0
1
4
5

Percent correct
100.0
25.0
66.0
54.5

5

4

CANONICAL VARIABLE (2)

3
Model Low
2

Model Intermediate
Model High

1

Bull Run Low
Bull Run Intermediate
Bull Run High

0

Group Means
-1

-2

-3
-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

CANONICAL VARIABLE (1)

Figure 11. Orientation of VADEQ BOD/DO model and Bull Run canonical scores along canonical
variables. Crosses indicate group means.
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Table 26. Classification matrix of Bull Run sites applied to the VADEQ BOD/DO model. Bold
values indicate accurate classification.

a priori

Stress
H
I
L
Total

H

Predicted
I

L

12
8
3
23

0
1
7
8

0
0
1
1

Percent correct
100.0
11.1
9.1
43.8

4.3 EMAP model
Similar to the VADEQ model, the EMAP model was developed using site classifications
based on interpretations of PCA axes. The following section presents the results of the site
classification procedure, model selection and validation, and the application of the EMAP model
to the Bull Run watershed.
4.3.1

Site classification
PCA reduced the 9 water quality and 41 habitat parameters into 4 axes that captured

46.8% of the total variance in the dataset. The first axis, which captured 19.6 % of the total
variance, characterized the differences in substrate grain size between sites. Substrate sand and
fines (0.710), substrate fine gravel (0.710), and mean channel and margin embeddedness (0.679)
had positive factor loadings along Axis #1, while riparian vegetative canopy plus mid layer
woody cover (-0.705), substrate greater than or equal to coarse gravel (-0.682), and log10
substrate geometric mean diameter (-0.669) were negatively loaded (Table 27). Sites with high
principal component scores along this axis would be characterized as having fine-grain sediment
with a high percentage of embedded substrate, while sites with low principal component scores
would have large substrates with greater interstitial space. Therefore, sites with principal
components in the upper quartile along this axis were designated as high stress and sites with low
principal component scores were considered low stress.
The second principal component axis accounted for 13.6% of the total variance in the
environmental data. This axis contrasted mid-channel canopy density (0.641) and bankside
channel canopy density (0.592) with substrate greater than or equal to gravel (-0.616) and log10
substrate geometric mean diameter (-0.602) (Table 27). The ecological interpretation of this axis
was problematic because all four of these parameters are considered beneficial to resident biota.
However, because substrate parameters are primary habitat measures and riparian canopy
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parameters are secondary habitat measures, sites with principal component scores in the upper
quartile along Axis #2 were designated high stress.
Table 27. Factor loadings, mean values, and standard deviations of environmental parameters
associated with PCA axes used in EMAP site classification.
Axis #1: Substrate grain size
Parameter

Factor
Loading

Substrate sand & fines-< 2 mm (%)
0.710
Substrate <= fine gravel < 16 mm (%)
0.710
Mean embeddedness-channel + margin (%)
0.679
Riparian vegetative + mid layer woody cover
-0.705
Substrate >= coarse gravel > 16 mm (%)
-0.682
Log10 substrate geometric mean diameter (mm) -0.669

High
Mean
SD
49.20
60.75
70.21
0.41
36.25
0.521

22.68
19.99
17.80
0.30
21.21
1.02

Stressor Category
Intermediate
Low
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
26.94
40.76
52.62
0.83
55.55
1.27

16.51
18.06
19.24
0.28
19.93
0.65

11.38
19.96
34.11
1.12
76.16
1.99

8.79
12.91
15.84
0.31
13.32
0.49

Axis #2: Substrate grain size and riparian cover
Parameter

Factor
Loading

Mean mid-channel canopy density (%)
0.641
Mean bankside canopy density (%)
0.592
Substrate >= coarse gravel > 16 mm (%)
-0.616
Log10 substrate geometric mean diameter (mm) -0.602

High
Mean
SD
94.22
91.07
35.21
0.54

5.41
8.34
25.27
1.16

Stressor Category
Intermediate
Low
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
88.58
80.26
58.97
1.37

16.33
21.11
17.04
0.56

65.86
51.77
70.61
1.76

29.46
27.75
18.38
0.70

Axis #3: Available fish cover
Parameter
Fish cover-all types (Sum areal proportion)
Fish cover-natural types (Sum areal
proportion)

Factor
Loading

High
Mean
SD

Stressor Category
Intermediate
Low
Mean
SD
Mean
SD

0.813

0.26

0.11

0.40

0.16

0.80

0.34

0.784

0.25

0.11

0.39

0.16

0.77

0.37

Axis #4: Riparian disturbance
Parameter
Fish cover-artificial structures (Areal
proportion)
Riparian disturbance-sum non agricultural
types (ProxWt Pres)
Riparian disturbance-wall/bank revetment
(ProxWt Pres)

Factor
Loading

High
Mean
SD

Stressor Category
Intermediate
Low
Mean
SD
Mean
SD

0.693

0.002

0.006

0.005

0.01

0.032

0.08

-0.646

23.51

9.22

23.09

9.44

19.45

7.56

-0.629

0.60

0.63

0.22

0.41

0.27

0.36
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The third axis was a measure of available fish cover and explained an additional 7.5% of
the total variance in the environmental data. All fish cover types (0.813) and natural fish cover
types (0.784) were positively loaded along this axis; no parameters had significant negative
loadings (Table 27). Sites having principal component scores in the upper quartile along this
axis were classified as low stress, while sites in the lower quartile were considered high stress.
4.3.2. Model construction
The criteria used to select the EMAP model were slightly different than those used to
select the PWW and VADEQ models. The rationale for adjusting the model selection criteria is
described in the following paragraph.
Table 28 presents validation results for all six models created using EMAP data. The use
of backward stepping estimation on metric attributes resulted in the highest classification success
along the first two stressor axes (Table 28). However, further review of canonical scores plots
indicated that neither model could separate any of the groups completely. In addition, at the end
of the stepping procedure, only two attributes were included in the model for substrate grain size
(axis #1) and three attributes for substrate grain size/cover (axis #2). The next highest validation
success was the forward and backward stepping models of taxa abundance data (Table 28).
These two models were also unable to completely separate any of the three stressor categories.
The discriminatory metrics model was selected based on high validation success (52.9%) and its
ability to completely separate the two extreme stress categories. Metrics were only able to
discriminate between stressor categories defined by substrate grain size (axis #1).
Table 28. Percentage of test data classified correctly using differing methods of attribute selection
for each PCA stressor axis in the EMAP model. NA, Insufficient number of attributes to construct
model. Manipulation refers to the 10% occurrence criteria for taxa abundance and discriminatory metric
selection.
Attribute Selection
Method

Axis 1

Taxa Abundance
Axis 2
Axis 3

Axis 4

Axis 1

Metrics
Axis 2
Axis 3

Axis 4

Forward Stepping

58.8

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Backward Stepping

52.9

NA

NA

NA

58.8

64.9

NA

NA

Manipulation

47.1

35.3

0.0

11.8

52.9

NA

NA

NA

The selected metrics and mean metric values for each stressor category are presented in
Table 29. All of the metrics are expected to decrease with increasing disturbance. Of the 7
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metrics, Intolerant taxa (F-to-remove=2.18) was the most important attribute in separating
groups, while % Trichoptera (F-to-remove=0.07) was least important.
The canonical scores plot of model data is presented in Figure 12. The first canonical
variable captures 85.4% of the total dispersion of the data. High and low stress
categories are separated along this axis, however intermediate stress sites significantly
overlap both high and low groups. The between group F-matrix indicates greatest
separation between high and low stressor categories (Table 30). Relatively equal, but much less,
separation exists between the intermediate group mean and the high and low group means.
Based on standardized canonical discriminant functions, EPT taxa (0.524) is most
important in determining positive canonical scores along the first canonical variable, while Total
taxa (-0.550) was most important in determining negative canonical scores. Along the second
canonical variable, EPT taxa (0.861) was the most important attribute in determining positive
canonical scores, while EPT:Chironomidae (-0.751) was most important in determining negative
canonical scores.
The model had an overall classification accuracy of 65% (Table 31). The greatest source
of misclassification of model data occurred as intermediate stress sites were classified as either
high or low stress. Significant classification errors were also made as low stress sites were
misclassified as intermediate stress. Jackknifed classification reduced the estimate of model
accuracy to 54% (Table 32). Accurate classification of all three stressor categories declined,
with misclassification of intermediate stress sites accounting for the most significant source of
error.
Table 29. Metrics selected as attributes in the EMAP model and mean values for each stressor
category.
Stressor Category

Metric
High

Intermediate

Low

% Trichoptera

3.57

6.21

7.22

Total taxa

14.29

17.10

19.06

EPT taxa

5.95

9.64

11.74

Plecoptera taxa

1.44

2.88

4.21

Intolerant taxa

0.79

1.80

2.91

EPT:Chironomidae

1.12

2.49

7.91

% EPT-Hydropsychidae

21.85

46.46

57.38
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CANONICAL VARIABLE (2)

3

1

-1

-3

Stressor Category

-5
-5

-3
-1
1
CANONICAL VARIABLE (1)

3

High
Intermediate
Low

Figure 12. Canonical scores plot of EMAP Substrate Grain Size model data.

Table 30. Between group F-matrix indicating separation between group means in the EMAP
Substrate Grain Size model. H, high stress; I, intermediate stress; L, low stress
Stress

PCA Stressor Axis #2
H

I

H

0

I

4.181

0

L

8.126

3.192

L

0

Table 31. Classification matrix of EMAP Sediment Grain Size model data. Bold values indicate
accurate classification.

a priori

Stress
H
I
L
Total

H

Predicted
I

L

18
8
1
27

3
26
6
32

0
12
14
26
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Percent correct
86.0
53.0
67.0
65.0

Table 32. Jackknifed classification matrix of EMAP Substrate Grain Size model data. Bold values
indicate accurate classification.

a priori

Stress
H
I
L
Total

H

Predicted
I

L

15
10
1
26

5
18
7
30

1
15
13
29

Percent correct
71.0
42.0
62.0
54.0

As previously stated, the EMAP models were validated with a random subset of the
original dataset. The results of the validation are presented in Table 33. Similar to
the classification of model sites, the greatest source of classification error occurred in the
misclassification of intermediate stress sites as either high or low stress. Two of the five high
stress sites were misclassified as intermediate stress, while all five of the low stress sites were
classified correctly.
The EMAP Substrate Grain Size model had limited success when applied to Bull Run
data. The canonical scores plot of model and Bull Run sites is illustrated in Figure 13; the
classification matrix of Bull Run sites is presented in Table 34. The model was highly successful
in classifying high stress, but was unable to accurately classify intermediate and low stress sites.
The greatest source of classification error occurred as intermediate and low stress sites were
misclassified as high stress. The Bull Run data generally had lower scores along the second
canonical variable (Figure 13).
Table 33. Classification of test data used to validate the EMAP Substrate Grain Size model. Bold
values indicate accurate classification.

a priori

Stress
H
I
L
Total

H

Predicted
I

L

3
4
0
7

2
1
0
3

0
2
5
7
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Percent correct
60.0
14.3
100.0
52.9

3
2

CANONICAL VARIABLE (2)

1
Model Low

0

Model Intermediate
Model High

-1

Bull Run Low
-2

Bull Run Intermediate
Bull Run High

-3

Group Means

-4
-5
-6
-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

CANONICAL VARIABLE (1)

Figure
13. Orientation of EMAP Substrate Grain Size model and Bull Run canonical scores along
canonical variables. Crosses indicate group means. Lightened data points indicate outliers.

Table 34. Classification matrix of Bull Run sites applied to the EMAP Substrate Grain Size model.
Bold values indicate accurate classification.

a priori

Stress
H
I
L
Total

Predicted
H

I

L

Outlier

Percent
correct

11
8
5
24

0
0
0
0

0
1
5
6

1
0
1
2

91.6
0.0
45.5
50.0

5. DISCUSSION
The two types of discriminant models created in this study attempted to predict general
and specific stressors based on benthic invertebrate community structure. The PWW model
attempted to predict the net result of a broad range of stressors associated with urbanization,
while the VADEQ and EMAP models attempted to define specific stressors from numerous
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water quality and habitat parameters. The constructed models had varying success in validation
procedures and application to benthic invertebrate data from an independent watershed.
5.1

Model evaluation

5.1.1 PWW model
The PWW model was the most robust of the four models presented. The model had the
highest classification accuracy percentage in the jackknifed classification matrix, indicating that
removing one data point from the model did not dramatically alter classification functions.
The validation success of the PWW model also exceeded the performance of the other
models. The model correctly classified 82.6% of independent test data, with the greatest
accuracy in classifying high stress sites (91.9%). However, this high validation success may be
an overly optimistic evaluation of model performance. As previously stated, test data used to
validate the model were collected at the same sites used in creating the model, but in different
years. Although the samples are temporally independent of each other, the recurrence of stations
suggests that similar environmental conditions affect model and test data.
The greatest source of error in the model was the misclassification of high and low stress
sites as intermediate stress. The overlap of intermediate stress sites with high and low stress sites
along the first canonical variable was most likely responsible for this misclassification. This
suggests that the boundaries defining high and intermediate stress and low and intermediate
stresses are not clearly defined. Sites classified as intermediate stress probably represent an
ecological transition phase between the degradation of low stress to high stress sites or the
recovery of high stress to low stress sites. It is logical that intermediate stress sites should be the
most problematic to accurately classify because they are related to the extreme stressor category
from which they are in transition.
The interpretation of attribute influence on the calculation of canonical scores was
difficult in the PWW model. The importance of Intolerant taxa and Clinger taxa in determining
positive scores along the first canonical variable is consistent with low stress sites, which scored
high along this variable (Figure 4). However, Total taxa richness and % EPT-Hydropsychidae,
which were most important in determining negative canonical scores along the first canonical
variable, are expected to decrease with increasing disturbance. Therefore, these attributes are not
generally associated with high stress sites having low canonical scores (Figure 4). The two
attributes in the model that were expected to be indicative of high stress sites (% 2 Dominant
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taxa and % Trichoptera as Hydropsychidae) were of secondary importance in determining
negative canonical scores.
5.1.2

VADEQ models

5.1.2.1 Habitat/Total Ion model
The VADEQ Habitat/Total Ion model was less robust relative to the general stress PWW
model. Overall classification of model data was generally successful at 82% accuracy.
However, the success of the model declined dramatically (57%) when subjected to jackknifed
classification. This decline suggests that classification functions of the model are not stable and
are dramatically altered with the removal of one data point. Such a dramatic decline in
jackknifed classification success may be indicative of too many model attributes relative to the
number of entities (SPSS Inc. 2000). In this model, 11 attributes were used to discriminate
among 51 entities. Much of the reduced accuracy in the jackknifed classification was attributed
to the misclassification of high and intermediate stress sites. Similar to the PWW model, the
boundaries between high and intermediate stress were not well defined by this model, as the high
stressor category overlapped the intermediate stressor category (Figure 6).
The validation of the Habitat/Total Ion model was also less successful than the PWW
model. The overall validation success of the model was 54.5%, with the largest source of
classification error attributed to the misclassification of intermediate stress sites as high stress
(Table 20). However, as previously stated, test data used to validate the model were not subject
to the same site classification scheme as model data. Test sites were classified based on VADEQ
assessments of biological impairment. These differences in classification schemes may have
resulted in an overly pessimistic validation of the Habitat/Total Ion model. The impact of
differing classification schemes is demonstrated in Table 35, which lists the attributes used in the
model along with mean attribute values for each stressor category. Mean metric values of low
stress test sites are in general agreement with the mean metric values of low stress model sites.
Although mean metric values of high stress test sites indicate greater biological degradation than
mean metric values of model high stress sites, the test data is consistent with high stress in the
model. However, mean metric values of intermediate stress test sites are more consistent with
mean metric values of high stress sites in the model. The difference in metric values for
intermediate stress test sites is a probable explanation for the high misclassification of
intermediate stress test sites as high stress by the model. Lower validation success of the model
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may also be attributed to this difference in classification. In considering the validation of only
high and low stress sites, the model validated at an accuracy of 71.4% (Table 20).
Table 35. Metrics selected as attributes in VADEQ Habitat/Total Ion model and test data with
mean values for each stressor category. H, high stress; I, intermediate stress; L, low stress

Metric

Habitat/Total Ion

Test data

Stressor Category

Stressor Category

H

I

L

H

I

L

% EPT

40.95

50.94

66.46

5.0

35.15

68.97

% Ephemeroptera

22.74

30.05

45.65

0.0

14.56

43.82

% Diptera

34.55

22.81

5.75

18.33

31.35

13.41

% Chironomidae

23.21

13.58

3.18

18.33

18.95

8.89

% Predator

4.52

10.09

20.62

0.0

7.21

13.54

% Shredder

2.11

3.56

3.86

0.0

1.35

3.82

% Clinger

60.06

70.80

78.69

15.0

59.80

77.20

Plecoptera taxa

0.77

1.02

1.65

0.0

0.5

1.63

FBI

4.96

4.32

3.49

7.39

4.77

3.56

EPT:Chironomidae

2.45

7.87

37.11

0.27

4.69

25.57

% EPT-Hydropsychidae

27.90

38.47

58.87

0.0

21.01

59.27

The attributes associated with the canonical variables in the model were difficult to
interpret. The variables most important in determining high canonical scores were % EPT and %
Diptera. % EPT is consistent with the high canoncical scores of low stress sites along the first
canonical variable. However, % Diptera is expected to increase with increasing disturbance and
would be expected to contribute to negative scores along the first canonical variable. % Clinger
taxa, which was important in determining negative scores along the first canonical variable, is
expected to decrease with increasing disturbance and would not be associated with high stress
sites. % Chironomidae, the second most important attribute in determining negative scores, is
consistent with low canonical scores at high stress sites. It would be expected that %
Chironomidae, which is a family of the order Diptera, would influence canonical scores in the
same direction as % Diptera along the first canonical variable.
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5.1.2.2 BOD/DO model
The BOD/DO model used less attributes than the Habitat/Total Ion model and produced a
more robust model. The model had an overall classification accuracy of 71%, which was only
reduced to 69% by jackknifed classification. Similar to the other models, the classification of
intermediates stress sites was most problematic for this model. This is evident in the overlap of
intermediate stress canonical scores with high and low canonical scores (Figure 8).
Despite the overlap of the intermediate stressor category with high and low stress, the
validation success of the model was similar to the Habitat/Total Ion model. The model had an
overall accuracy of 54.5% in classifying test data, with the greatest source of error in the
classification of intermediate stress sites. However, because test data were classified based on
VADEQ assessments instead of principal component scores, the estimate of validation success
may be artificially low. The mean values of model metrics and test metrics are presented in
Table 36. Similar to the Habitat/Total Ion model, the mean low stress test metric values are
consistent with the low stress model metric values; high stress metric values are more extreme
than the model. All intermediate stress metrics, with the exception of % Plecoptera, were more
similar to high stress model metric values (Table 36). The increased mean value for %
Plecoptera was largely a function of one site having a value of 12.96%. Incidentally, this was the
site misclassified as low stress (Table 25). The difference in metric values in the intermediate
stressor categories between model and test data most likely explains the inability of the model to
validate intermediate stress sites. When considering only high and low stress sites, model
validation improves to 71.4%.
Table 36. Metrics selected as attributes in the VADEQ BOD/DO model and test data with mean
values for each stressor category. H, high stress; I, intermediate stress; L, low stress.

Metric

BOD/DO

Test data

Stressor Category

Stressor Category

H

I

L

H

I

L

Plecoptera taxa

0.39

1.09

1.89

0.0

0.5

1.63

% Plecoptera

1.22

4.70

9.47

0.0

4.16

7.99

EPT Taxa

4.15

7.12

8.74

1.0

5.50

8.51

% Tolerant

14.46

4.87

3.11

66.67

9.75

3.68
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The attributes associated with the first canonical variable are consistent with the expected
response to increasing disturbance. EPT taxa was most important in determining positive scores
along the first canonical variable, which was consistent with the orientation of low stress sites on
the upper end of the first canonical variable (Figure 8). % Tolerant taxa, which is expected to
increase with increasing disturbance, was the most important variable in determining negative
scores along the first canonical variable. This was consistent with the orientation of high stress
sites on the lower end of the first canonical variable.
5.1.3

EMAP model
The EMAP Sediment Grain Size model was also unable to accurately classify

intermediate stress sites. The overall classification success of model data was 65%, however the
jackknifed classification further reduced model accuracy to 54%. When considering only the
extreme stressor categories, classification of model data improved to 76.2 and 66.7% for
standard and jackknifed classifications, respectively.
The validation of the EMAP model was the only true validation of all of the models in
the study. As previously stated, a random subset of data was selected as test data. The model
accurately classified test data in 52.9% of the data, with most errors occurring as
misclassifications of intermediate stress sites. However, when considering only extreme stressor
categories model validation increased to 80%.
The interpretation of attributes important in separating high and low stressor categories
along the first canonical variable was especially problematic in the EMAP model. All selected
metrics were expected to decrease with increasing disturbance. Along the first canonical
variable, EPT taxa was the most important metric in determining positive scores, which were
associated with low stress sites. Total taxa richness was the most important attribute in
determining negative canonical scores, which were associated with high stress sites along the
first canonical variable.
5.2

Application of models to the Bull Run watershed

5.2.1 PWW model
The PWW urbanization model was only able to accurately predict stressor categories at
50% of Bull Run sites. While the model was highly successful in classifying high stress sites
(83.3%), it was ineffective in predicting low and intermediate stress. In 13 of 16 (81.3%)
misclassifications, the model predicted one stressor category higher than was predetermined.
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This apparent shift towards higher stress categories was evident in the orientation of model and
Bull Run canonical scores (Figure 5).
The cause of this shift may be explained through examination of mean metric values of
model and Bull Run stressor categories (Table 37). The majority of mean metric values for Bull
Run intermediate stressor categories approach the high stress means for the model. Similarly,
most means of Bull Run low stress approach the intermediate stressor category means for the
model. Low stress sites in the PWW watershed appear to have greater biological integrity
relative to low stress sites in Bull Run. These comparisons suggest that urbanization
classifications of PWW sites do not directly translate to watershed imperviousness classifications
of Bull Run sites. This may be the result of varying degrees of impairment in the two datasets or
the influence of stressors not defined by the classification schemes.
Table 37. Metrics selected as attributes in the PWW model and Bull Run sites with mean values for
each stressor category.

Metric

PWW model

Bull Run watershed

Stressor Category

Stressor Category

H

I

L

H

I

L

% Plecoptera

0.32

0.64

8.49

0.06

0.53

2.47

% Predator

6.48

6.40

10.71

1.23

1.187

5.86

% Shredder

4.63

4.79

9.02

0.93

0.34

2.06

Clinger taxa

2.63

5.20

8.62

4.13

5.17

8.32

Total taxa

8.79

13.30

15.96

8.0

8.67

15.05

EPT taxa

1.51

3.75

7.15

2.21

3.61

6.41

Plecoptera taxa

0.12

0.50

1.92

0.08

0.39

0.46

Trichoptera taxa

0.93

1.35

2.62

0.96

1.22

2.59

Intolerant taxa

1.75

4.00

7.33

0.88

1.11

4.05

% 2 Dominant taxa

81.28

71.98

60.30

85.44

81.39

64.19

% Trichoptera as Hydropsychidae

85.30

97.14

65.28

91.68

91.92

85.11

% EPT-Hydropsychidae

2.32

9.86

29.71

1.76

5.34

18.06

5.2.2 VADEQ models
The VADEQ models were the least successful in their application to Bull Run data. The
Habitat/Total Ion correctly classified 31.3% of Bull Run sites, with 72.7% of all classification
errors attributed to the misclassification of low and intermediate stress sites as high stress. The
BOD/DO model had a classification success of 43.8%, improving only slightly over the
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Habitat/Total Ion model. The poor performance of these models in their application to Bull Run
data may be explained by a comparison of the mean values of attributes used in the models
(Table 38).
The ineffectiveness of the Habitat/Total Ion model may be attributed to the limited range
of degradation encompassed by the model. The mean metric values suggest greater biological
degradation at low stress sites in the Bull Run watershed relative to high stress sites defined in
the model. All Bull Run low stress metric values, with exception of FBI, are comparable to high
stress sites in the model; mean FBI at low stress Bull Run sites is comparable to model
intermediate stress sites. This suggests that, for the metrics used in the Habitat/Total Ion model,
Bull Run sites are beyond the range of the model. This may explain the orientation of Bull Run
sites to the left of model sites in the canonical scores plot (Figure 7).
The range of mean values of metrics selected in the BOD/DO model is comparable to the
range of metric values in the Bull Run data. However, there is a shift in the classifications
similar to that observed in the application of the PWW model. In all four metrics used in the
model, Bull Run’s low stress metrics are comparable to BOD/DO model intermediate stress.
Similarly, Bull Run’s intermediate stress sites are consistent with high stress sites in the model.
This likely explains why 83.3% of classification errors were misclassified in the next higher
stressor category (Table 26). It also may explain the shift in the orientation of canonical scores
of intermediate stress sites towards the high stressor group mean and low stress sites towards
intermediate stressor group mean (Figure 9).
5.2.3

EMAP model
The EMAP Substrate Grain Size model had limited success predicting stressor categories

of Bull Run sites. The model had an overall accuracy of 50.0%, having the most success
classifying high stress Bull Run sites (91.6%). However, similar to its validation, the model was
ineffective at classifying intermediate and low stress sites. Misclassifications of intermediate
and low stress sites as high stress accounted for 13 of 16 (81.3%) classification errors in the
model. Similar to the other models, the inaccuracy of the Substrate Grain Size model in its
application to Bull Run data may be attributed to differing ranges of degradation.
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Table 38. Metrics selected as attributes in VADEQ models and Bull Run sites with mean values for
each stressor category. H, high stress; I, intermediate stress; L, low stress.
Habitat/Total Ion

BOD/DO

Bull Run

Stressor Category

Stressor Category

Stressor Category

H

I

L

H

I

L

H

I

L

% EPT

40.95

50.94

66.46

---

---

---

13.17

12.85

34.86

% Ephemeroptera

22.74

30.05

45.65

---

---

--

1.42

4.60

13.22

% Diptera

34.55

22.81

5.75

---

---

---

45.88

50.33

26.31

% Chironomidae

23.21

13.58

3.18

---

---

---

33.52

44.04

24.07

% Predator

4.52

10.09

20.62

---

---

---

1.22

1.19

5.86

% Shredder

2.11

3.56

3.86

---

---

---

0.93

0.34

2.06

% Clinger

60.06

70.80

78.69

---

---

---

62.14

47.16

64.65

Plecoptera taxa

0.77

1.02

1.65

0.39

1.09

1.90

0.08

0.39

0.45

FBI

4.96

4.32

3.49

---

---

---

4.91

4.86

4.50

EPT:Chironomidae

2.45

7.87

37.11

---

---

---

0.85

0.40

3.18

% EPT-Hydropsychidae

27.90

38.47

58.87

---

---

---

1.76

5.34

18.06

% Plecoptera

---

---

---

1.22

4.70

9.47

0.06

0.53

2.47

EPT Taxa

---

---

---

4.15

7.12

8.74

2.21

3.61

6.41

% Tolerant

---

---

---

14.46

4.87

3.11

2.11

7.46

4.16

Metric

Table 39. Metrics selected as attributes in the EMAP Substrate Grain Size model and Bull Run
sites with mean values for each stressor category.

Metric

EMAP model

Bull Run watershed

Stressor Category

Stressor Category

H

I

L

H

I

L

% Trichoptera

3.57

6.21

7.22

13.68

7.27

19.16

Total taxa

14.29

17.10

19.06

8.0

8.67

15.05

EPT taxa

5.95

9.64

11.74

2.21

3.61

6.41

Plecoptera taxa

1.44

2.88

4.21

0.08

0.39

0.46

Intolerant taxa

0.79

1.80

2.91

0.88

1.11

4.05

EPT:Chironomidae

1.12

2.49

7.91

0.85

0.4

3.18

% EPT-Hydropsychidae

21.85

46.46

57.38

1.76

5.34

18.06

Table 39 presents mean metric values for stressor categories in model and Bull Run data.
With the exception of % Trichoptera and Intolerant taxa, Bull Run sites had lower metric values
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than sites used to construct the model. In particular, the mean of model high stress EPT taxa,
which was the most important attribute in determining positive canonical scores along the first
axis, was consistent with mean low stress EPT taxa at Bull Run. This resulted in lower scores
for the Bull Run sites along the first canonical variable, which contributed to the
misclassification of these sites as high stress.
5.3

Limitations
Several factors limited the construction and application of the models. The greatest

limitation to model construction was inadequate datasets containing spatially and temporally
matched water quality, habitat, and benthic invertebrate data. The VADEQ dataset contained
extensive biological data from sites throughout the state. However, only 134 of these sites could
be paired with a unique ambient water quality monitoring station. Furthermore, by requiring
benthic invertebrate sites to be within 0.5 miles of an ambient water quality station, the number
of pairings was reduced to 88. When considering limitations in the availability of water quality
parameters and variations in ecoregions, the number of pairings available for analysis was further
reduced. The EMAP dataset contained an extensive number of sites having biological and water
quality data, but was limited by the number of sites having habitat data.
The limited sample size available for the analysis reduced the strength of the models and
also limited their validation. As previously stated, dramatic declines in jackknifed classification
success may be indicative of too many attributes in the model relative to the number of entities.
This was observed in the Habitat/Total Ion model when classification success was reduced from
82 to 57% in the jackknifed classification. A larger sample size may have strengthened the
model classification functions, resulting in a less drastic decline in classification success when a
single sample was removed from the model. In addition, a larger sample size for the VADEQ
models would have allowed a random subset of the data to be used to validate the model. This
validation dataset would have been created using a uniform classification scheme and may have
avoided the validation problems encountered with the VADEQ models.
The number of water quality parameters and frequency of sampling limited the range of
stressors included in the classifications of sites along PCA axes. This was particularly important
in the EMAP dataset, which included only 9 water quality parameters in the PCA. Parameters
that may be indicative of anthropogenic disturbance, such as DO, BOD, and sediment metals,
were not included in EMAP site classification. As a result, no water quality parameters were
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significantly correlated with any of the four stressor axes identified by PCA. Furthermore, single
water quality samples taken concurrently with benthic samples may not provide sufficient
representation of water quality conditions affecting benthic invertebrates. Studies successfully
relating environmental attributes to biological communities have utilized summary statistics of
more extensive water quality datasets (Norton et al. 2000; Wright et al. 1984).
A final limitation of the modeling effort was the violation of MDA assumptions. Without
satisfying the multivariate normality and equal covariance assumptions, the interpretation of the
discriminant models was restricted. The greatest restriction was the inability to use the Wilk’s
Lambda statistic to evaluate the significance of the dispersion of groups. Without this tool, it
was difficult to evaluate the strength of separation between stressor categories and therefore,
determine the significance of probabilities of group membership.
5.4

Considerations for future study
The modeling efforts in the study had limited success in developing relations between

environmental attributes and benthic community structure. However, the study identified several
aspects of the modeling process that may be improved upon in the future.
The most important improvement to modeling efforts may be the compilation of more
extensive water quality, habitat, and benthic invertebrate datasets. This would require nesting
benthic monitoring programs within existing ambient water quality networks. This would
spatially and temporally link benthic invertebrate data with the most extensive water quality data
available within a given jurisdiction. The expansion of such networks would increase the
number of available sites and improve the strength and validation of constructed models.
The most successful models in each of the datasets utilized discriminatory benthic
invertebrate metrics as biological attributes. The success of metrics relative to taxa abundance
may be explained by the variability reduced by metric calculations. Metrics limit the influence
of rare taxa and may reduce variability associated with sampling and processing protocols.
Further reduction in variability by averaging metric values from multiple samples improved the
accuracy of the models, particularly the PWW model. Limiting the number of attributes selected
for the model may also result in a more robust model. This was evident in the BOD/DO model,
which utilized 4 attributes and had only one additional misclassification in the jackknifed matrix.
Removing correlated discriminatory metrics may limit the total number of attributes in the
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model. Future efforts should focus on constructing models using averages of multiple noncorrelated discriminatory metric values as biological attributes.
A final consideration in future modeling efforts should be the assumptions of MDA.
Attempts should be made to transform biological data to better satisfy the assumptions of
multivariate normality and equal covariances. Although biological data is typically nonparametric in nature, procedures can be used to transform the data to approach normality. For
example, Norton et al. (2000) used various transformations, including log, inverse, and square
root, to approach normality in the biological dataset. Satisfying the assumptions of MDA will
improve the interpretation of constructed models and will provide greater insight into the
significance of classifications made by the model.
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7. APPENDICES
Appendix A. STORET water quality remark codes and action taken to address data.
Code
J
K
L
M
O
Q
U

Definition
Estimated. Value shown is not a result of analytical
measurement.
Off-scale low. Actual value not known, but known to be less
than value shown.
Off-scale high. Actual value not known, but known to be greater
than value shown.
Presence of material verified, but not quantified. Positive
detection at a level too low to permit accurate quantification.
Sampled for, but analysis lost. Accompanying value is not
meaningful for analysis.
Sample held beyond normal holding time.
Material was analyzed for, but not detected. Value stored is the
limit of detection for the process in use.

Action
Value deleted.
50% of value used.
Actual value used.
Value deleted.
Value deleted.
Value deleted.
50% of value used.

Appendix B. EMAP water quality remark codes and action taken to address data.
Code

Definition

Action

B

Sample value below detection limit

50% value

Hxx

Holding time of sample exceeded; xx indicates number of days exceeded

Value deleted

L

Sample lost during analysis

Value deleted

U

Value appears to be unusual during validation but further checks indicate value
is real
Sample intentionally set to missing value (sample not analyzed for particular
analyte
Value suspect by analytical lab, confirmed by re-analysis; original value
retained
Value appears unusual during validation; action taken to update value:
Value replaced by updated reanalyzed lab measurement
Value replaced by calculated value
Value replaced by alternate labe measurement
No replacement value possible, value set to missing value

Value kept

S
V
X
X1
X2
X3
X4
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Left blank
Value kept

Update kept
Update kept
Update kept
Left blank

